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JOEBILATION!
n WASHINGTON

Back when the election was
tightening and just a week
away, Joe Biden went big.

He flew to Warm Springs,
the Georgia town whose ther-
mal waters once brought
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
comfort from polio, and
pledged a restitching of
America's economic and pol-
icy fabric unseen since FDR's
New Deal.

Evoking some of the
nation's loftiest reforms
helped Biden unseat
President Donald Trump but
left him with towering
promises to keep. And he'll be
trying to deliver against the
backdrop of searing nation-
al division and a pandemic
that has killed nearly 400,000
Americans and upended the
economy.

Such change would be
hard to imagine under any
circumstances, much less
now.

He's setting out with
Democrats clinging to razor-
thin House and Senate con-
trol and after having won an
election in which 74 million
people voted for his oppo-
nent. And even if his admin-
istration accomplishes most
of its top goals in legislation
or executive action, those
actions are subject to being
struck down by a Supreme
Court now controlled by a 6-
3 conservative majority.

KCR MADE IT!
VENKAT RAM REDDY LAKKADI
n HYDERABAD

Chief Minister K
Chandrashekhar Rao has
expressed his delight at the
completion of the
Kaleshwaram project as per the
fast-tracked schedule, with the
pumping of water now going
on uninterruptedly as planned.
The Chief Minister congratu-
lated officials of the Water
Resources Department, work-
ing agencies and those of other
departments involved for their
efforts in completing the pro-
ject on schedule.

On Tuesday, the Chief
Minister visited the Laxmi
Barrage constructed at
Medigadda - the starting point
of the Kaleshwaram Lift
Irrigation Project. The Chief
Minister, along with his wife
Shobha, Ministers and other
leaders, paid floral tributes to
the Godavari waters. 

KCR then recounted his
experiences during the con-
struction of the project and
instructed the officials con-
cerned to fill the tanks and
reservoirs this summer with

the water stored now at the full
level at all the barrages. He
wanted officials to prepare
project-wise operational guide-
lines and implement the same.
He exhorted officials to com-
plete all other major projects in
the state with the spirit in
which the Kaleshwaram project
was completed.

While recalling the run-up
to the Kaleshwaram project,
KCR observed: "The Telangana
farming community has faced
hardships for decades. We have
resolved in the initial stages that
once Telangana State is formed,
farmers should get adequate
water supply for two crops
and that will be the result of
getting Telangana State. We
have planned a strategy of
constructing a barrage at a
point after river Godavari and

Pranahita joins so that more
water for more time can be
pumped.  After a technical sur-
vey was done by the WAPCOS,
it was decided to construct a
barrage at Medigadda point.
We have estimated that with
16.17 TMC storage capacity; if
the barrage is constructed on a
100 MTs height, water can be
pumped for 7 months in a year.
Whatever we planned is hap-
pening as it is now. 16.17 TMC
of water is stored at a height of
99.7 meters. Constructions
have happened as we planned.
Pumping of water is also hap-
pening without any problem as
planned. From Medigadda
Point, water is stored till 54 km
in Pranahita and 42 km in
Godavari Rivers. Barrages are
brimming with water and they
are looking like the sea. Water
from Medigadda will reach
Yellampalli, Mid Manair, LMD,
Mallanna Sagar,
Kondapochamma Sagar,
Baswapur and Gandhamalla
Reservoirs every year, come
what may! 

n WASHINGTON

US Vice President-elect Kamala
Harris on Monday
acknowledged the challenges
that lie ahead after January 20
when Joe Biden will be sworn in
as the 46th President of the
United States, saying it is not
going to be easy.
We're going into Wednesday
knowing that we're ready to do
the work, and we've got a lot of
work to do. It's not going to be
easy, Harris told reporters at
Martha's Table in Anacostia here
on Monday, observing the
National Day of Service.
As we have discussed, Joe has
outlined our plan for
vaccinations, our plan for
recovery, and in particular relief
for working people, for families.
And there is a lot to do. Some of
them say that ours are
ambitious goals, but we do
believe with hard work and with
the cooperation and
collaboration of the members of
the United States Congress that
we can get it done, Harris said
in response to a question.
Asked if she felt safe going to
the inauguration, she said, I am
very much looking forward to
be sworn in as the next vice
president of the United States

and I will walk there to that
moment proudly with my head
up and my shoulders back .
Kamala Harris and the future
Second Gentleman of the US
Doug Emhoff participated in a
service event at Martha's Table
in Anacostia on Monday,
packing food into plastic bags
which will be distributed. The
couple were seen packing bags
with the list laid out for them
two potatoes, two oranges, a
macaroni and cheese, etc.

It's not going to be
easy, says Kamala

MARTHI SUBRAHMANYAM
n VIJAYAWADA

A communique by the BJP
central leadership has landed
the party’s Andhra Pradesh
unit, which has just about start-
ed gathering steam, in a fix.

The BJP central leadership
has placed the responsibility of
mobilising funds to meet office
expenses and sustain their activ-
ities squarely on the state units. 

The communiqué said that
the party’s central leadership
would not release funds to state
units to meet office or election
expenses and advised them to
mobilise funds on their own. 

Accordingly, is understood to

have given a ball-park figure on
how much the units should gen-
erate. 

According to BJP sources, the
party’s central leadership has
decided to suspend the financial
support to units in states where
the party is not in power.  

Hitherto, the central leader-
ship used to meet the polls
expenses of units too, apart from
daily and recurring expenses
like rent, salaries for office
workers etc.Regarding unfore-
seen expenses, the practice was
the party leadership would meet
the expenses first and later
claim for reimbursement. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

All the State government
employees, both serving and
retired, as well as their depen-
dants, undergoing treatment
for Covid-19 are eligible for
reimbursement of medical
expenses up to Rs 1 lakh if they
were admitted to a hospital as
in-patient as an emergency
case. That is, the ceiling on
reimbursement amount for
the Covid treatment is limited
to Rs.1 lakh, Principal
Secretary, Health, Medical and
Family Welfare, Telangana, S A
M Rizvi stated in a memo
issued on Monday.

In November 2020, Director
of Medical Education Dr. K
Ramesh Reddy had written a
letter to the State government
to provide clarification on the
issue of sanction of reimburse-
ment amount to government

employees who were treated
for Covid-19 at private hospi-
tals.

The State government has
clarified that all State govern-

ment employees, retired
employees, and their depen-
dants are eligible to avail of
reimbursement of up to Rs.1
lakh.

PNS n HYDERABAD

A festive atmosphere prevailed
in Pothireddypeta village of
Huzurnagar mandal in
Karimnagar district as news
reached the village of the
appointment of a son of the
soil as the speechwriting direc-
tor for United States President-
elect Joe Biden.

Villagers are on cloud nine
after hearing the news about

C h o l l e t i
V i n j a y
R e d d y ' s
a p p o i n t -
ment.

V i n a y
R e d d y ’ s
f a t h e r
Narayana

Reddy, a doctor by profession,
had migrated to America in
1970. Vinay Reddy was born
and brought up in America.

However, the family has not
completely cut its roots from
Telangana and still owns three
acres and a house in the village
of Pothireddypeta. Narayana
Reddy, who did his schooling
in the village, pursued MBBS
in Hyderabad. He and his wife
Vijaya Reddy visit the village
every six months and meet rel-
atives and old friends.

RAJESH JAIN NIDARKAR /
SRINIVAS KARENGALA
n JAYASHANKAR BHUPALAPALLY

Six villages of Telangana -- a
state that prides on its 24/7
quality power supply in all its
districts -- have been plunged
into darkness as faceless babus,
blindly following orders from
heartless superiors, uprooted
without notice nearly 50 elec-
tric poles to make way for the
overnight construction of
another helipad, where Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar
Rao landed during his visit to
Kaleshwaram project on
Tuesday. 

By the time we went to the
press, reports were clear that it
would take a minimum of 48
hours to restore power supply
to these villages, which are now
akin to those haunted by Kala
ratri.

Officials of the Jayashankar
Bhupalapal ly
district uproot-
ed 48-50 elec-
tric poles that they felt were
causing obstacles to the con-
struction of a better helipad (in
addition to the existing one
there) for Tuesday's visit of
Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao (who had
gone there on an inspection to

the Kaleswaram Project). 
The officials apparently gave

precedence to the CM's visit,
regardless of the inconvenience
caused to farmers, many of
whom had parted with their
lands for the irrigation project. 

The district officials, who
had been making
arrangements for
the CM's visit for

the past one week, did not
inform, let alone consult, the
villagers regarding the indefi-
nite spell of darkness in which
they have to live till power sup-
ply is restored. 

6 villages plunge into darkness as
KCR chopper lands at Kaleswaram

PNS n HYDERABAD

In a curious turn of events
which has created ripples in
political circles, at least two TRS
MLAs have donated money in
response to a fund raising drive
launched by the RSS, BJP and
the VHP for the construction of
Ram Temple in Ayodhya.

TRS MLA from Andhole
constituency Kranthi Kiran,
known to be close to TRS chief
and Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao, surprised
everyone in Andhole when he
joined a rally organised by the
RSS, BJP and the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad and collected dona-
tions for the construction of

Ram Mandir at Ayodhya. 
The incident, which took

place on Tuesday, raised quite
a few eyebrows as Kranthi
Kiran hails from CM's home
turf --undivided Medak district.

Not just Kranthi Kiran, a
large number of his supporters
too joined the rally and collect-
ed donations by going from
house to house. The MLA
himself chipped in with Rs
11,111 as his personal donation.

Another TRS MLA from
Parigi constituency Koppula
Mahesh Reddy too donated Rs
1,11,111 for the construction of
the temple. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

There were tense moments
in parts of the city on
Tuesday as the TS police cut
short TPCC's 'Chalo Raj
Bhavan' rally, led by its pres-
ident N Uttam Kumar
Reddy, demanding with-
drawal of the new agricultur-

al laws as well as regulation
of diesel and petrol prices. 

Several senior Congress
leaders, including Jeevan
Reddy, Komati Reddy
Venkat Reddy and V
Hanumantha Rao, took part
in the rally. The Congress
leaders said that the new
agricultural laws posed prob-

lems to farmers. The farm
laws should be immediately
scrapped, they demanded. 

The Centre had been
breaking the back of the
common man with the fre-
quent hikes in diesel and
petrol prices, they said.  

Pothireddypeta celebrates
White House post for son of soil

COVID-19 TREATMENT

Govt to reimburse government
employees up to Rs 1 lakh 

Kaleshwaram water begins flowing uninterruptedly 

TRS MLAs join BJP-RSS Ayodhya
fundraisers, raise eyebrows

n Asks officials to complete
other major projects with 
the same zeal

n Fill all tanks and reservoirs
this summer with the 
water now brimming in 
the barrages

Police cut short Cong ‘Chalo Raj Bhavan' rally 

Told to raise funds, AP BJP
unit finds the going tough 

Vijayamma,
Sharmila 
appear before
Nampally court
INKESHAF AHMED
n HYDERABAD

Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister YS Jaganmohan
Reddy's mother YS Vijayamma
and his sister YS Sharmila on
Tuesday appeared before the
special sessions court for the
trial of MP and MLA cases at
Nampally in a case registered
against them in the year 2012
for conducting a road show in
violation of election code at
Parakal in Warangal district. 

The sessions judge of the
court directed the other
accused in the case former
Konda Surekha and her hus-
band Muralidhar Rao to appear
before it on January 27 of this
month.  Both YS Vijayamma
and YS Sharmila told the court
that they had come from
Bengaluru to attend the pro-
ceedings of the court. 

2

Sabita: Call on
reduction of
syllabus soon 
PNS n HYDERABAD

Education Minister Sabita
Indra Reddy indicated on
Tuesday that the state govern-
ment would soon take a call
on whether to reduce the syl-
labus for various classes. She
indicated this during a meeting
with representatives of the man-
agements of schools and colleges
here on Tuesday.
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I
n a state like Andhra
Pradesh, it is defi-
nitely very hard to

draw the attention of
people with just an ide-
ological strength base,
some theories and plau-
sible preaching! But it's
very easy to reach sec-
tions of its people as protag-
onists of religion, region and
caste.  Political parties often
choose to go for a blame
game against their rivals,
hoping to get political fruits.
It's a two-pronged strategy to
get political mileage and put
detractors on the defensive.  

Political rivalry between
the YSRCP and the TDP in
Andhra Pradesh has now
assumed religious overtones,
following police ‘findings’
with regard to the string of
incidents involving desecra-
tion of shrines, mainly idols
in Hindu temples. The find-
ing that the ‘miscreants’
included political activists

has given ammu-
nition to both parties,
which are out to fix
each other.

The Ramatheertham
incident, which

took place in
Vizianagaram had, sent

shock waves across the state,
jolting the administration to
action. For many years, agent
provocateurs did not whip up
religious passions, though
caste conflicts have at times
resulted in fury and flames
disturbing social harmony.
Even during the surcharged
atmosphere post demolition
of the Babri Masjid at
Ayodhya in December 1992,
the state was by and large
peaceful, unlike several states
that witnessed widespread
and spontaneous ‘reactions'
to that infamous incident. 

But now the YSRCP has
launched a political tirade
against the Telugu Desam
Party, which is paying back

the ruling party in its own
coin. So, observers see a dis-
tinct possibility of polarisa-
tion of votes on the basis of
religion during the upcoming
bypoll for the Tirupati Lok
Sabha constituency. The
bypoll has been necessitated
by the sudden death of pre-
sent member belonging to
YSRCP Balli Durgaprasad
Rao. BJP has jumped into the
poll fray without consulting
Jana Sena, its friendly party
headed by actor Pawan

Kalyan, causing embarrass-
ment to the latter. BJP's pro-
posed Rath Yatra against
‘growing attacks on Hindu
temples all over the state’ has
increased political heat.
Probably influenced by the
widely perceived reason for
BJP's rise at the Centre,
almost all right-of-centre par-
ties are falling back on out-
right Hindutva or Hindutva-
like idealogy to impress vot-
ers and grow their individual
vote banks. 

AP DGP Gautam Sawang's
'confirmation' that some TDP
and BJP leaders were
involved in the attacks on
temples has drawn severe
condemnation from various
quarters, including the two
parties. Interestingly, the
same DGP had previously
brushed aside the argument
regarding possible political

conspiracy and asserted that
the attacks were the handi-
work of ‘senseless miscreants’.
Naturally, YSRC cadre across
the state welcomed the 'star-
tling revelations' of the DGP,
though others question the
propriety of the DGP’s disclo-
sure of the ‘findings’ much
before the completion of
enquiry by SIT.  In retrospect,
how can the DGP blunt
opposition leaders’ taunt that
he should shed his uniform
and join YSRC?  

The lack of surveillance
cameras in many temples
has complicated matters for
the authorities. Still, the
Government appears to be
vigorously trying to nab the
culprits. What happened in
the case of the demolition of
Babri Masjid in December
1992? Will people have faith
in a system if an organised
crime could not reach the
stage of punishment?  

The YSRCP, when it was in

the Opposition, had
expressed its displeasure at
the functioning of the Police
Department after a youth
attacked then opposition
leader YS Jaganmohan Reddy
with a sharp knife (used in
cockfight) at Visakhapatnam
airport. To lay it on thick,
Jagan then evinced no inter-
est in getting treatment from
local doctors under the
supervision of AP police cit-
ing his apprehension that
the police might do harm to
him. Jagan then travelled to
Hyderabad for treatment in
the neighbouring state.
Earlier, in another incident,
he had warned AP police per-
sonnel at the same airport of
‘dire consequences’. He squat-
ted on the runway along
with other leaders protesting
the behaviour of police
towards him. 

Coming back to the immi-
nent polarisation ahead of the
Tirupati bypoll, it appears

that BJP is strategically push-
ing its hidden agenda to
delete the very concept of
Special Category Status from
the minds of people. What
the saffron party is trying to
wish away is that in 2014 it
was then BJP prime ministe-
rial candidate Narendra Modi
who made the crucial
announcement regarding
SCS on the hallowed soil of
Tirupati during campaigning
for the General Election. It is
a different matter that BJP
leaders, including Modi, may
become voiceless if people
call them out during cam-
paigning tomorrow.
Meanwhile, it pays for the
saffron party to take an
aggressive stand on its
Hindutva agenda in AP.  For,
the emergence of ‘ruling
classes’  such as Reddy,
Kamma & Velama have
changed the political dynam-
ics in the state, with religion
receding to the background.  

M D RATNA KUMAR 

Senior Journalist

For many years, agent provocateurs

did not whip up religious passions,

though caste conflicts have at times

resulted in fury and flames disturbing

social harmony. Even during the

surcharged atmosphere post

demolition of the Babri Masjid, the

state was by and large peaceful
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Desecration of idols takes political colour!

Continued from Page 1

Unlike in the case of urban
areas, where at least in posh
localities consumers are
informed ahead of the planned
shutdown, the officials did not
have the courtesy to inform the
simple villagers in advance.
Nor did they give any indication
to the villagers about when
power supply would be restored. 

Because of the sudden disrup-
tion in power supply, bore wells
remained non-functional, caus-
ing hardships to farmers. Irate
villagers denounced the official
apathy and recounted their sac-
rifices for the Kaleshwaram
project. The sarpanches of the
affected villages have urged the
government to take stern action
against those responsible for
plunging the villages into dark-
ness. The CM arrived here on

Tuesday by a chopper to inspect
the progress of the Kaleswaram
project. 

Initially, the TS Transco offi-
cials had removed the electric
poles near the site for the new
helipad and moved them to a
faraway place.  But the district
officials, seeking to be more loyal
than the king, felt that even the
relocated electric poles could
pose problems to the landing of
the CM's chopper and therefore
took a unilateral decision on
Tuesday morning to remove the
poles altogether without notice
to the affected villages. 

As a result, Annaram,
Chandrupalli, Naagepalli,
Maddulapalli, Pallgula, Kuntlam
and Dubbagudem villages are
now in pitch darkness all of a
sudden. 

The district officials had pre-
viously set up a helipad at a spot

en route the Kannnepalli pump
house. However, on a private site
near Gundam tank, the officials
built overnight a new helipad.
The reason for abandoning the
old helipad was not made offi-
cial. 

Residents of the affected vil-
lages bemoaned that they had
been languishing in darkness
because of officials' careless-
ness and thoughtlessness. They
demanded that power supply
must be restored immediately. 

Some of the Kaleshwaram
project oustees in other villages
too had to languish in darkness
on Bhogi festival day, says resi-
dents of Mallanna Sagar. 

People of Vemulaghat, one of
the displaced villages, had to
spend in darkness for 48 hours
since the Bhogi festival. A resi-
dent of Vemulaghat, Hayatuddin
said that the contractors caused

damage to the power lines sup-
plying power to the village. It
had become a habit for officials
and contractors, he said.  

Hayatuddin alleged that offi-
cials had been neglecting devel-
opment of infrastructure like
roads, power supply and water
supply, causing inconvenience to
people.  Local people's represen-
tatives complained that pan-
chayat raj department officials
and district authorities were
negligent with regard to matters
impacting displaced persons in
several villages. 

A resident of Mahadevpur
village, Gudala Srinivas said
that the CM, during his visit,
would shower sops on the vil-
lages. Still, people reeled under
darkness as officials removed
the electric poles near the heli-
pads. The officials should not
cause inconvenience to people
just to be in the good books of
the CM, he suggested. He
wanted the government to take
severe action against the offi-

cials responsible.  A resident of
Kaleswaram village, Letakari
Rajababu said that disruption
in power supply was an exam-
ple of how the villagers had
acted in haste (in parting with
their land) without any fore-
sight. The residents of the vil-
lage faced many inconve-
niences due to disruption in
power supply. 

A resident of Annaram vil-
lage, Manchineella Durgaiah
said that destroying the electric
poles on account of the CM's
visit was "a shameful act". The
officials removed the electric
poles to ensure safety of the
Chief Minister, but ignored
people's woes. Farmers in
Annaram, Pusukupalli,
Chandruvelli, Ippalapalli,
Maddulakunta and Kuntlam
suffered problems due to disrup-
tion in power supply at a time
when paddy transplantation is
in progress. Farmers had to
postpone paddy transplanta-
tion because of the disruption. 

6 villages plunges into...

Continued from Page 1

Arrangements are being made
to supply water to Nizam Sagar
from Kaleshwaram. If need be,
water will be pumped to the
SRSP from Kaleshwaram. The
Kaleshwaram Project has
redrawn the Irrigation Map of
the Telangana State. Taking
inspiration from the
Kaleshwaram Project, works on
Tupakulagudem Barrage,
Dummugudem Barrage of the
Sitarama Project are being com-
pleted speedily. We want to
complete all these projects quick-
ly and put an end to the farm-
ers' hardships once and for all in
the state and this is our aim." 

Giving the rationale for
completing the project in
record time, he said: "We have
taken up construction of the
Kaleshwaram project as a yag-
nam. Thousands of workers
toiled 365 days even in the
hottest 50 degrees tempera-
tures. The officials have solved
the problems like the land
acquisition, crossings with a
lot of knack and presence of
mind. I am very happy that the
project, which is of immense
help and need to the farmers,
has become operational. It is

a matter of satisfaction that the
dreams of Telangana farmers
have been realised and a solu-
tion to the drinking water
problems is reached," the Chief
Minister said.

"Set up Control Rooms at
Medigadda Barrage, Dumm-
ugudem Barrage. Prepare
Operational Rules for all the
projects and implement them
on a timely basis," the CM
instructed the officials.
Ministers Koppula Eswar,
Kamalakar,  E Dayakar Rao,
Government's Chief Advisor
Rajiv Sharma, CS Somesh
Kumar, DGP M Mahender
Reddy, Principal Secretary
Rajat Kumar, CM Secretary
Smita Sabharwal, Water
Resources Department E-
in-Cs Mural idhar  R ao,
Venkateswarlu, Pedapalli
MP Venkatesh Neta, Peda-
palli, Warangal Rural ZP
Chairpersons Putta Madhu,
Gandra Jyothi, Government
Whip Balka Suman, MLAs
Gandra Venkataramana
Reddy, Portika Chander,
Diwakar Rao,  Manohar
Reddy,  MLCs Puranam
Satheesh, Naradasu Laxman
Rao and others participated
in the programme. 

KCR MADE IT!

PNS n HYDERABAD

Vice President M Venkaiah
Naidu on Tuesday called for
measures to prevent agro brain
drain and attract educated
youth to take up farming as a
profession.

He opined that the future of
Indian agriculture lies in the
hands of technology-driven
farming practices powered by
well- informed and modern-
minded farmers.

The Vice President made
these remarks while virtually
inaugurating the National
Dialogue on 'Indian
Agriculture Towards 2030:
Pathways for Enhancing
Farmers' Income, Nutritional
Security and Sustainable Food
Systems organised by NITI
Aayog, Ministry of Agriculture
and Food & Agriculture
Organisation (FAO).

Expressing concern over the
increasing lack of interest in
farming among the educated
youth, Naidu opined that
changing socio-economic
milieu, increasing agri-input
costs and diminishing returns
have turned agriculture into a
less preferred profession
among the youth.

He called for establishing
strong lab-farm links and
farmer-industry interaction to
turn the farmers into agri-
entrepreneur. Creation of busi-
ness incubation centres' would
also be a step in the right direc-
tion for aspiring farmers in this
field, the Vice President added.

Stating that agriculture

input costs have gone up sig-
nificantly, Naidu urged the
policymakers and other stake-
holders to work towards
reducing the input costs.
Towards this end, he also sug-
gested promoting organic
farming in a big way.

Stressing the need to move
away from chemical farming,
he said organic farming is
beneficial for all-the farmers,
the consumers and the envi-
ronment. He called for making
organic agriculture a mass
movement not only for a
wealthy nation but also a
healthy nation.

Terming agriculture as the
sod of India, the Vice President
said that it is critical not only
for our food security but the
economy and the livelihood
also "Agriculture is the pillar
of India's ecology, culture and
civilisation", he said.

V-P: Attract youth to farming Vijayamma,
Sharmila... 
Continued from Page 1

They also pleaded before
the court that they were not
guilty of the charges slapped
against them by the police
concerned and added that
they were ready to fight the
case and face the trial in the
case.  Konda Muralidhar Rao
And his wife Konda Surekha
told the court they were not
able to depose before the
court due to the death of the
mother-in-law of their daugh-
ter. 

The additional Public
Prosecutor of the Court,
Banala Ajay Kumar, repre-
sented the authorities con-
cerned in the case. 

The Parkal Police had
invoked sections 188 and 391
of IPC and section 127 of the
Representation of People's
Act.

Continued from Page 1

The MLAs, who belongs to
TRS, which is currently
locked in a vicious fight with
the BJP, chanted 'Jai Sri Ram'
and urged people to donate
for the construction of the
Ram Mandir.

The incident comes at a
time when the BJP and TRS
are fighting bye-elections in
Nagarjunasagar, Municipal
elections in Warangal and
Khammam and Graduates
constituency elections in six
undivided districts in the
state. Many wondered wheth-
er this was a personal deci-
sion of the MLA or if the TRS
has decided not to oppose the
fund raising drive of the
RSS-BJP-VHP. Kranthi Kiran
is engaged in a bitter war of
words with actor-turned-
politician from Andhole
Babumohan. Babumohan,
who was sitting TRS MLA
from Andhole from 2014 to
2018, was denied party tick-
et for 2018 Assembly polls.
He was replaced by journal-
ist-turned-politician Kranthi
Kiran. 

TRS MLAs join
BJP-RSS...

Continued from Page 1

Thirupathi Reddy, Vinay
Reddy’s grandfather, served
as the sarpanch of
Pothireddypeta village for
30 years. While Narayana
Reddy migrated to the US,
his elder brother Raji Reddy
and younger brother
Prabhakar Reddy are settled
in Hyderabad.

Cholleti Kishan Reddy, a
close relative of Vinay Reddy,
expressed happiness over the
appointment of Vinay Reddy
as Biden’s speechwriter.

The entire village, in fact,
is elated after hearing the
news, he said, wishing that
the son of the soil brings
more accolades to the village
by achieving higher posi-

tions. Vinay Reddy, who was
born and brought up in
America, had visited the vil-
lage in his childhood.

According to a post from
the Moritz College of Law, of
which he is an alumnus,
Vinay Reddy ser ved as
Biden’s chief speech writer
during his second term as
Vice President to Barack
Obama, as deputy speech-
writer for the Obama-Biden
2012 re-election campaign
and was also the speech-
writer for the Biden-Harris
transition.   

His prior speechwriting
stints also included with the
US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency and US
Department of Health and
Human Services.

Pothireddypeta
celebrates White...Continued from Page 1

They dared Chief Minister
K Chandrasekhar Rao to
adopt a resolution on the floor
of the state Assembly against
the new agricultural laws.  

The protesting leaders, who
were rounded up, expressed
their ire at the police for dis-
rupting their peaceful agita-
tion.  The Congress leaders'
rally, taken out apparently for
laying lay siege to the Raj
Bhavan, was broken up by the
police near the Telugu Talli fly-
over. The Congress leaders had
set out for the Raj Bhavan
from the State Asembly via
NTR Marg.  The police
whisked them away to various
police stations. 

Even in the districts local
Congress leaders demonstrat-
ed. 

Police cut
short Cong...

Told to raise funds, AP BJP
unit finds the going tough
Continued from Page 1

The central leadership has
rung down curtains on this
practice too. 

According to a communiqué
from central leadership to state
units where the party is out of
power, the latter were asked to
meet their own expenses and
also the expenses for the next
elections to the Assemblies and
Lok Sabha. 

For the BJP AP unit, this
would be a rather difficult task,
especially after bifurcation of the
State as many industrialists
from AP have made Hyderabad
their base. The BJP AP unit is
dependent on donations from
these industrialists. 

The industrialists who have
business interests in Andhra
Pradesh have long had a “work-
ing relationship” with either
the YSRCP or the TDP. It’s not
known how they would respond
to donating funds to the BJP. 

By themselves, the BJP lead-
ers in AP are not financially
strong. In fact, 80 percent of the
party workers and leaders,
including the party’s MLCs and

ZPTCs, are from the upper
middle classes. Only a few lead-
ers are from the business class. 

Two BJP MPs from AP —
Satyanarayana Chowdary and
CM Ramesh — have the abili-
ty to raise funds, but they are
lukewarm to the idea, given the
fact that they have not been
given any prominence in the
party. Incidentally, Satyanaray-
ana Chowdary funded the TDP
poll expenses in 2014 and also
prior to that. After he crossed
over to the BJP, a function hall
he owns in Vijayawada is being
used to run party activities.  

TG Venkatesh, another MP,
is lending financial support to
BJP activities in Kurnool district. 

No other political leader has
been making a notable financial
contribution to the party activ-
ities. The general feeling among
BJP AP leaders is that mobili-
sation of funds in the State is not
going to be easy. 

A senior party leader who
wished to remain anonymous
admitted to receiving orders in
this regard but ruled out mobil-
isation of funds to meet the out
of turn expenses.

Sabita: Call on
reduction of...
Continued from Page 1

She said that managements
should first take steps to start
classes for students. She out-
lined the precautions to be
observed while re-opening
educational institutions. The
minister wanted the institu-
tions to take steps to transi-
tion to classroom teaching for
all classes in phases. 

The representatives of pri-
vate educational institutions
put forward their 14-point
charter of demands before the
minister for consideration.
Among other things, the rep-
resentatives of managements
told the minister that it had
become very difficult for them
to run the schools as many par-
ents defaulted on payment of
tuition fees. Some schools sug-
gested the government to
impose minimum attendance
rule and conduct the academ-
ic year till June. Later, speak-
ing to media, she said that
CM had given clear instruc-
tions that schools should
conduct classroom teaching,
while adhering to COVID-19
precautions. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

On the third day of the
Covid vaccination drive in
Telangana, 51,997 healthcare
workers reported Adverse
Events Following Immunis-
ation (AEFI) with three of
them requiring hospitalisa-
tion.

"All the admitted health-
care workers are stable. The
nature of the adverse events
was pain at the injection
site, redness, nausea and gid-
diness.

No case of severe AEFI
was reported anywhere,"
Director of Public Health
(DPH), Dr G Srinivasa Rao
said. The health department
on Tuesday inoculated
51,997 healthcare workers
taking the total number of
healthcare workers who have
received the Covid vaccine so
far to 69,625.

The authorit ies  had
planned to conduct 894 ses-

sions and cover 73,673
healthcare workers on the
third day of the vaccine
drive.

The percentage of benefi-
ciaries who were vaccinated
on Tuesday is 71 and the total
percentage of healthcare
workers who received the
vaccine so far is 74.

The beneficiaries who
were vaccinated on Tuesday
included employees from
healthcare inst itut ions
belonging to State and Union
government.

Meanwhile, senior health
officials have informed that
a fresh batch of 3.48 lakh
doses of Covid vaccine has
reached Hyderabad.

After the first three days
when Covid vaccine was
administered to government
healthcare workers, author-
ities will now start rolling out
the vaccine to healthcare
workers employed in private
health sector.

51,997 healthcare
workers vaccinated 

DAY 3 OF VACCINATION PROGRAMME 
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D
isplaying indomitable courage,
a home guard saved the life of a
passenger when he slipped into

the gap between the platform and
the train at Begumpet Railway
Station. The incident occurred when
the passenger slipped from A1
coach of moving Hussainsagar
Express and fell into the gap. The incident was caught on CCTV. In
the video, it can be seen that when the train starts chugging, a man
slips into the gap. The RPF man can be seen asking people not to
go near the moving train. He then pulled out the passenger and
saved his life. The home guard has been identified as Shravan.
“Passenger in A1 coach of Hussainsagar Express slipped and fell
down at Begumpet Railway Station when the train started moving.
Home guard Shravan working und-er RPF swiftly pulled out the
passenger and saved his life. The timely act was appreciated by
family members and passengers @RailMinIndia,” tweeted SCR.

I
nspired by actor Sonu Sood's
goodwill gestures, a good
samaritan here, who saved

several people from drowning in
the Hussainsagar Lake located in
the heart of the city, started ‘Sonu
Sood Ambulance Service' on
Tuesday. Shiva, a swimmer, says
he saved over 100 people from being drowned in the lake when
they attempted suicide following which people started referring him
as ‘Tank Bund Shiva' for his brave acts. After noticing his selfless
deeds people started giving him donations. However, he bought an
ambulance and named it after Sonu Sood. "People have donated
money to me for my family. But I spent that amount to purchase an
ambulance. I named the ambulance as Sonu Sood Ambulance
Service because I was inspired by his good work," Shiva said. Sonu
Sood launched the free ambulance service and praised Shiva for his
work and felt that more heroes like him are needed to help the
society. "I feel privileged that I came for this ambulance inaugur-
ation. I have heard a lot about him that he has been saving lives and
helping people and we need more Shivas," Sonu Sood said.

F
rom now, ‘Traffic Farishtey’ will be on the roads on the city,
educating people on traffic rules and trying to inculcate a safe
road culture in the people of Hyderabad. The initiative from the

Hyderabad Traffic Police with the support of the Hyderabad City
Security Council (HCSC) envisages a traffic volunteer programme as
part of an awareness campaign on road safety. Police officials said
persons from any section of the society willing to join hands with
the police in ensuring road safety could become a Traffic Farishtey.
These volunteers will have to give one hour each every day, as per
their convenience, and educate pedestrians and motorists on
various aspects of road safety including wearing standard helmets,
seat belt, pedestrian rules etc. 

CITY LIGHTS

F
amily members of 23-year-old Gandrathi Revanth, a resident of
Rekonda village, Chigurumamidi mandal, Karimnagar, who was
declared as brain dead by neuro-physicians, have donated the

organs of the deceased under the State-run Jeevandan organ
donation initiative. On January 14, Revanth was travelling to a
relative’s house on his two-wheeler when he was hit by a tractor at
Mulugu cross-roads. A team of neuro physicians declared him as
brain dead due to severe head injury on January 17. After a series of
counselling sessions by grief counsellors from the hospital and
Jeevandan, the family members including his father Sammaiah and
mother Srilatha consented to donate his organs under Jeevandan
organ donation programme.

PROACTIVE
POLICING

Patrol remains the backbone
of police operations as it
consumes most of the

resources. A police officer on
patrol makes regular circuits
or passes through a specific
area called a beat. As part of
people-friendly policing and
to save resources, Charminar
police are patrolling the area
on bicycle to prevent crimes

and bridge gap between
citizens and police. Similarly,
Crime team is patrolling on

foot, along with CAR Platoon,
from Charminar to Pathergathi
market to prevent the crime.

PNS n HYDERABAD

Even as the market committee
here has been releasing the rate
list on a daily basis, vegetable
vendors continue to charge a
higher price than the approved
rates of fruits and vegetables.

The prices of vegetables whi-
ch started to rise have been giv-
en a further push with vendors
at city markets choosing to ign-
ore the prescribed price list.

At rythu bazaars in city,
most of the vegetables were
being sold at a price higher
than that is scribbled on the
board at the market. If some
vegetables cost Rs 2 more, oth-
ers were being sold at almost Rs
10 more than what the bazaar
authorities had fixed.

Vendors, however, argue that
they were forced to increase the
prices as the rates fixed at
market were not fetching for
them.

The vendors are selling the
vegetable at Rs 5-10 extra per
kg than the fixed price written
on the signboard by the
Agriculture Department which
is a clear violation of the rule.

Last year between March to
December, the Agriculture
Department had collected Rs
16,350 as penalties from the
vegetable vendors at Mehdip-
atnam and Rs 29,000 from the
vendors at Erragadda Rythu
Bazaar.

It has been observed that the
Rythu Bazaars' vendors at

Alwal, Kukatpally, Mehdipa-
tnam and Erragada are looting
the customers.  They are sell-
ing tomato at Rs 15 whereas its
fixed price is Rs 10, Potato at
Rs 35 instead of Rs 31 and Car-
rot at Rs 35 in place of Rs 25.

"We are paying good enough
amount for vegetable arrivals
and labour charges. The rates

prescribed by the market com-
mittee will not get us even our
investment," said a vendor at
Erragadda Rythu Bazar.

According to the Rythu
Bazaar officials, if any com-
plaint is received from the
customer, the vendors are given
an oral warning for the first
time.  If such a vendor repeats

his violation for a second time,
then his weighing machine is
impounded.  If repeated for the
third time, the vendor is asked
to leave the market.

The Mehdipatnam Rythu
Bazaar officials said, “Whene-
ver we get a complaint against
the vendor, the concerned
Rythu Bazaar Supervisor takes
strict action against the viola-
tor.”

“We have not received any
complaint this week,” said an
official at the Erragadda Rythu
Bazaar. 

“Last month we have
received many complaints
against the vendors for selling
vegetables at extra costs and we
have taken prompt action and
collected Rs 29,000 as penalties
from them,” he said.  

A customer at Alwal Rythu
Bazar said, “The vegetable ven-
dors generally sell the vegetable
for more than the actual price
written on the signboard.
When they are reminded why
they are charging Rs 5 extra per
kg, they always start a heated
argument and threaten the
customer.”

Rates fixed, but vendors sell 
their veggies at higher price

PNS n HYDERABAD

The Rachakonda Special
Operations Team (SOT)
police along with Ghatkesar
police arrested one person on
charges of illegally transpor-
ting gutkha material worth Rs
30 lakh at Yamnampet cross-
roads on the city outskirts, on
Monday late night.

On receiving a credible
information, the Malkajgiri
zone Special Operations
Team (SOT) officials inter-
cepted a truck laden with
gutkha bags and other tobac-
co products from Ghatkesar
towards Uppal and arrested a
person. 

The accused has been
identified as Anil, the truck
driver and a native of Bihar.

The gutkha was being
transported from Bidar in
Karnataka to be sold to deal-
ers and customers here in
Hyderabad. 

The arrested suspect and
seized material were handed
over to the Ghatkesar police
for further investigation.

Nagaraju, the owner of the
gutkha manufacturing unit is
absconding.

Truck laden
with gutkha
caught on
city outskirtsPNS n HYDERABAD

Telangana reported 256 new
Covid cases on Monday tak-
ing the overall tally to 2,92,128.
Two new deaths are reported
on January 18, taking the total
tally to 1,581. The fatality rate
in the state is 0.54 per cent
which is less than the nation-
al average of 1.4 per cent. 

The Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation area
reported 51 new cases while
Ranga Reddy reported 15 new
cases. Districts of Telangana is
seeing the increase in cases.
Medchal Malkajgiri reported
17 new cases while Karim-
nagar reported 11 new cases. 

Around 298 citizens recov-
ered from the infection on
Monday taking the tally of

total recoveries to 2,86,542.
The recovery rate, as per the
government now stands at
98.08 per cent, which approx-
imately one per cent higher
than the national average of
96.6 per cent. 

The government tested
31,486 citizens for the virus on
Monday. So far 75,15,066 sam-
ples have been tested in the
state. Samples tested per mil-
lion population stand at
2,01,909. Still, 472 reports are
awaited. 

The state currently has
4,005 active cases. Of the total
active cases, 2,283 are under
home isolation. Of total pos-
itive cases, 70 per cent are
asymptomatic with no severe
signs of distress while 30 per
cent are symptomatic.

State reports 256 fresh 
Covid cases, 2 deaths 

Cop saves man who slips into 
platform gap at Begumpet Stn

Sonu Sood’s gestures inspire Hyd
man to start ambulance services

ANUSHA PUPPALA
n HYDERABAD

Hyderabad city has the highest
positivity rate, compared to
other cities in the country, re-
veals a serosurvey by the Cou-
ncil of Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR). The second
highest positivity rate was
reported in Chennai, followed
by Delhi.

According to the survey,
Covid positivity rate among
2,073 people from Hyderabad
whose blood samples were
tested for Covid antibodies

was 18 percent. This is much
higher than the average posi-

tivity rate among the 10,427
people who took part in the

serosurvey. Herd immunity
'does not seem to be in sight'

and that an effective vaccine
might be required to control
Covid, according to the survey.

Findings of the first-of-its-
kind cohort serosurvey in
India, 'Insights from a Pan
India Sero-Epidemiological
survey for SARS-CoV-2', have
been published on the pre-
print database Medrxiv.

According to the report, a
person may continue to have
immunity for up to six months
against the same strain of
Covid, after being infected
with Covid. The serosurvey
was conducted in June 2020 at

the Institute of Genomics and
Integrative Biology and was
held in other institutes between
July-September.

The report shows that anti-
bodies to NC antigen are well
maintained over three months,
neutralising antibodies start
to fall. There is a decline in
antibodies to NC antigen, while
neutralising antibody levels
remain stable after the initial
decline after six months. The
persistence of antibodies is li-
kely to confer protection agai-
nst reinfection with the same
strain at least for six months.

DURGA PRASAD SUNKU
n HYDERABAD

Hyderabad Customs Depart-
ment in an RTI reply to an act-
ivist denied providing data re-
garding the seizure of the gold
and other valuables terming
‘nil’. The activist who was dis-
appointed over the reply is
planning to go for first appeal.
"There is lack of transparency
and accountability in the
Customs Department," he
alleged.

An RTI activist Robin
Zaccheus sought reply from
principal commissioner of
Customs Department regard-
ing the number of cases
booked by the officials and
details about the valuables
seized by the officials in last
five years from 2015 to 2020.

Robin also asked for the
details about the public auction
of seized valuables, which are
under the custody of
Hyderabad Customs. In an
RTI reply, the officials of the
Customs Department stated, 

"Information about the valu-
ables seized and others is NIL."

Sharing the idea behind fil-
ing the RTI petition regarding
the seizure, Robin told The
Pioneer, "Recently, we have

witnessed that 103 kgs of gold
which was in the custody of
CBI officials in Chennai has
been missing. Subsequently,
the High Court of Tamil Nadu
directed the Crime Branch,
Crime Investigation
Department (CB-CID) of the
state to investigate into the
case. The investigation will be
conducted by an officer of the
rank of Superintendent of
Police in CB-CID."

In this backdrop, Robin has
filed an RTI petition seeking
reply from the Customs
Department of Hyderabad
regarding the seizure of valu-
ables. 

Robin said that the Custom
officials boast about their gold

seizure once in a week and we
are clueless about what hap-
pened to the seized gold.
Usually, they should conduct
public auction but they haven't
done it so far. After the reply
from the RTI, my suspicion has
strengthened, Robin added.

Commenting on the reply,
Robin said, "There is lack of
transparency and account-
ability in Hyderabad Customs
which has come to fore
through their reply. It further
raises lot of suspicious of cor-
ruption in the department."

Sharing his future course of
action, Robin said, "I am plan-
ning to go for a first appeal and
will fight till they release those
details."

Customs Department says 
‘info nil' about seized gold 

Hyderabad has highest Covid positivity rate in the country

PNS n HYDERABAD

A 60-year old GHMC work-
er died after an unidentified
vehicle rammed her and fled
away from the spot on
Tuesday.

The victim was identified
as K Bharathamma, 60, an
outsourcing sweeper in
GHMC at Ameerpet area.
The incident occurred when
she was traveling to attend
work on Tuesday. 

According to the compla-
inant, son of the victim, two
hours after she left the home,
the family members of the
victim received a phone call
from GHMC supervisor J
Arjun Kumar, who informed
that Bharathamma met with
road accident near Mangalya
Show room at Ameerpet and
died at the spot. “An uniden-
tified vehicle rammed her
while she was trying to cross
the road at Ameerpet. She
received grievous injury on
her head and died on the
spot," said police.

Min: Attendance not mandatory 
even after reopening of schools
PNS n HYDERABAD

There are concerns among
parents about sending their
kids to school whenever phys-
ical reopening is permitted by
the state government.

The concern of 'missing out
on education' if the child does
not join back is amplified due
to the rumour mills of the
social media.

However, Education
Minister Sabitha Indira Reddy
assured that, physical classes
will not be mandatory after
reopening of educational insti-
tutions, when a delegation of
Hyderabad School Parents
Association (HSPA) members
met her to discuss several
issues faced by parents during
the Covid pandemic.

The Minister also assured
that the parents can send their
children to schools only if
they are willing, otherwise
they can attend online classes.
She also assured that atten-
dance will not be compulsory
and students will not detained
for shortage of attendance.  

Also all the teaching and
non-teaching staff of the
schools must undergo Covid
test and only the non-infected

staff must be allowed to attend
school. HSPA believes that
when judiciary is not willing to
start physical hearings, it is not
good to start physical classes
for students. The children
would more prone to virus and
their safety and security is at
risk if the physical classes are
started.

The HSPA also brought the
issue of filing criminal cases
against parents on the com-
plaint of St Andrews school
and also submitted that they
are continuously violating GO
No 46 and RTE Act and
removing students from

schools on the pretext of short-
age of attendance in online
classes. The Minister assured
that she will speak to the DGP
and request him to look into
the issue and also book cases
against private schools who are
violating rules.

The HSPA also requested
the Education Minister to
expedite constitution of Fee
Regulation Committee and
decide the fee to be collected
by the private schools. Also
direct the private schools to
give break-up of fees collected
by them instead of showing
entire fee as tuition fee.

Kin of 23-yr-old brain dead 
man donates his organs

‘Traffic Farishtey’ to inculcate
safe road culture in Hyderabad

GHMC sweeper
dies in mishap

PNS n HYDERABAD

A minor girl has reportedly
gone missing from her house
in Kulsumpura here on
Tuesday.

The girl Annapurna, 13, a
class nine student, lived with
her family in a rented house
in Petlaburj. Her father works
in a grocery store and moth-
er is a homemaker. 

Police said she was missing
since morning and her par-
ents, unable to find her,
lodged a complaint with the
Kulsumpura police, who have
booked a case and taken up
investigation.

The parents suspect a
teenager, also a minor from
the same locality, to be
behind the girl’s disappear-
ance. 

Police officials are exam-
ining footage from surveil-
lance cameras in the colony
and surroundings to trace
her.

13-year-old girl
goes missing 
in Kulsumpura 
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RAJESH JAIN NIDARKAR

n HYDERABAD

The Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Samman Nidhi Yojana (PM-
KISAN) will bring smiles on
faces of farmers, thanks to the
Centre as the cash assistance of
Rs 6,000 per annum is likely to
be increased to Rs 10,000 per
annum. However, it has not
been officially announced.

The Union Ministry of
Agriculture has sought the
views of the States on the
decision to increase as per the
verbal instructions of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. A
letter was also sent to
Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh in that regard.
However, the Centre has
decided to remove the farmers,
who are currently paying
income tax from the list of
Kisan Samman beneficiaries’
list. The decision will benefit
a large number of farmers, it is
learnt.

Currently, the Kisan
Samman scheme is applicable

only to those farmers, who
own five acres of agricultural
land. However, this limit will
be increased in the revised
guidelines. Union Minister of
Finance Nirmala Sitaraman
will present the Union Budget
on February 1, 2021. During
that time, Kisan Samman will
gather the views of all the
States and release new guide-

lines for the implementation of
the scheme. Launched by
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on February 24, 2019,
this ambitious scheme has so
far benefited 11.50 crore farm-
ing families across the country.
In all, 51,17,791 families in
Andhra Pradesh and 34,81,656
families in Telangana are on the
beneficiaries’ list.

The Prime Minister is taking
other crucial decisions in the
agriculture sector to achieve
the goal of doubling the
income of farmers. As part of
this, the Kisan Samman
scheme was launched for farm-
ers. Right now, the scheme pro-
vides financial assistance of Rs
6,000 to farmers. 

The Central government is
depositing money into farm-
ers' bank accounts in three
instalments at the rate of Rs
2,000. In this budget, the Modi
government has decided to
provide more financial facili-
ties to farmers. Among them
is a proposal to increase PM
Kisan assistance, said a senior
official with key responsibili-
ties in the agriculture depart-
ment.

A recent survey conducted
by the Central government
found that small farming fam-
ilies are also struggling to
make their ends meet as there
is no income. The Centre has
identified the need for more
financial assistance as the con-

dition of farmers has become
miserable. Narendra Modi
called on the Central and State
governments to come forward
with a joint venture and a new
idea to support farmers in
such difficult situations. As
part of this, an additional Rs
3,000 was distributed to the
farmers. Kisan credit cards
were also handed over.

Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman will pre-
sent the budget proposals for
the financial year 2021-22 to
Parliament on February 1. In
this context, the government
will announce an increase in
cash assistance to farmers
under the PM-KISAN scheme.

PNS n SANGAREDDY

BJP national general secretary
Tarun Chugh on Tuesday
alleged that Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao has been
deceiving people in the name
of 'Bangaru Telangan ' by
indulging in large scale cor-
ruption and promoting nepo-
tism.

Addressing the working
committee members of BJP
Mahila Morcha here on
Tuesday, he said 'Bangaru
Telangana' was only for the
Chief Minister and his family
members.

He lambasted the TRS gov-
ernment for failing to fulfil any
of the promises it had made in
the election manifesto. "In the
corruption-ridden govern-
ment, unemployment has
been increasing and KCR has
failed to provide two lakh

jobs as promised during the
elections.

Chugh exhorted the women
wing of the BJP to disseminate
information about pro-poor
policies and programmes of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, which the TRS govern-
ment had failed to implement.

Expressing satisfaction at the
manner the BJP has been strik-
ing roots in the State, he said
the party workers must fan out
in all nooks and corners of the
State deliver PM's message of
"Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas" so
that no section of the society
was left out in the development
programmes and policies.

Targeting his attack on the
government, he said, in
Telangana all sections of peo-
ple were feeling frustrated and
have been looking for a new
wave, which the BJP has
promised to deliver in the
State.

n The Centre has decided
to remove the farmers,
who are currently
paying income tax from
the list of Kisan
Samman beneficiaries’
list. The decision will
benefit a large number
of farmers, it is learnt

n BJP national general
secretary Tarun Chugh
lambasted the TRS
government for failing
to fulfil any of the
promises it had made in
the election manifesto

Centre likely to hike Kisan aid

‘Bangaru Telangana' only
for CM’s kin, alleges Chugh

BJP national general secretary Tarun
Chugh addresses the working
committee members of BJP Mahila
Morcha in Sangareddy on Tuesday

PNS n MEDCHAL

Minister for Labour Chamakura
Malla Reddy said that the gov-
ernment was positive towards
the poor and Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao was work-
ing resolutely for the develop-
ment of the poor.

On Tuesday, the minister,
along with Medchal-Malkajgiri
District Collector Sweta
Mohanty, held a review meeting
at the Collectorate with officials
of the respective departments
on double bedroom houses and
various development works in
the district.

Speaking on the occasion, the
minister said that the govern-
ment has taken the construction
of double bedroom houses very
seriously to realise the dream of
the poor.

The minister directed the
authorities to hand over double

bedrooms to all those who are
eligible. The minister also
directed the authorities to
ensure that the double bed-
rooms at Jawaharnagar are spe-
cially built for the physically
challenged are handed over to
them.

How many applications have
been received from urban and
rural areas of the district? How
many of them have been iden-

tified as eligible? How is the
progress of double bedroom
structures? He asked the officials
concerned.

The minister explained that
there was a delay due to the
Corona and the authorities
should take steps to expedite the
present works by arranging
meetings with the contractors
concerned and expedite the
works.

2BHK houses realising
dream of the poor: Minister

Minister for Labour Chamakura Malla Reddy interacts with Medchal-Malkajgiri
District Collector Sweta Mohanty at a review meeting in the Collectorate 
on Tuesday

Dantewada (Chhattisgarh) MLA Devti Karma at  Vemulawada temple in Rajanna
Sircilla district on Tuesday

P ANAND KUMAR

n NARSAPUR

Chairperson of State Women’s
Commission Vakati Sunita
Lakshma Reddy has vowed to
work to resolve women’s prob-
lems and to extend them eco-
nomic and social justice.

Speaking to The Pioneer here
on Sunday, she said that she
would live up to the expecta-
tions of Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao who
appointed her as the chairper-
son of the women’s body.

Women encountering prob-
lems can contact the
Commission by dialling the
toll-free number 181, or can
drop a postcard explaining their
problem. The Commission
takes up some cases on a suo
moto basis. Anybody can also
come to the Commission’s office
to lodge a complaint.

She said that she received a
total of 15 complaints so far ever
since she took over as the

Chairperson. Most of them are
related to domestic violence
cases. She assured them to
infuse confidence among them
by taking suitable action in
domestic violence cases.
However, she said that some
women are not freely coming
forward to complain in a major-
ity of the domestic violence
cases for fear of losing their hon-
our.

She assured such women to
keep their information confi-
dential and extend all kind of
support to them.

The victims of domestic vio-
lence would receive all kind of
support from the government
like providing them protection
and helping them avail loan
facility from various institutions
to enable them to start cottage
industries. She said that the
Commission would sensitise
women of self-help groups,
who in turn sensitise women,
on the services being provided
to them by the Commission.

Sunita Lakshma Reddy vows
to resolve women’s problems

PNS nWARANGAL RURAL

Additional collector R Mahender
Reddy said garbage collected in
villages in Warangal rural district
should be shifted to dump yards.
He reviewed the EGS and Palle
Pragati works’ progress in the vil-
lages at the conference hall of the
DRDO office on Tuesday with
the authorities.

The additional collector said
FTOs should be uploaded for bill
payment where dump yard
structures are completed.
Officials were told that employ-
ment guarantee works were not
going well in some villages. He
advised the authorities to look
into the possibility of a further
increase in the number of work-
ers in the areas where employ-

ment guarantee works are going
on. The authorities want to take
steps to ensure employment in
every village. Panchayat employ-
ees were ordered to clean the vil-
lages regularly to improve sani-
tation. He said that the panchay-
at staff should clean all the
schools under their purview on

the occasion of the commence-
ment of schools and colleges
soon.

He said the panchayat staff
should also focus on the collec-
tion of house taxes. He said that
all the works related to nurseries
in the villages should be com-
pleted. 

‘Shift garbage collected in
villages to dump yards’

Additional Collector R Mahender Reddy speaks at a review meeting in Warangal
rural on Tuesday

PNS n RAJANNA SIRCILLA

Dantewada (Chhattisgarh)
MLA Devti Karma, who vis-
ited the Vemulawada temple,
along with her family mem-
bers, was accorded a tradition-
al welcome by the temple offi-
cials. Vemulawada police pro-
vided an additional security
for the MLA, who arrived at

the temple with the Z Plus cat-
egory.

Speaking on the occasion,
she said, “I wanted to have a
darshan of the Lord at
Vemulawada temple for a long
time, but could not visit the
temple due to unavoidable
circumstances. But, at last, I
performed pujas and offered
prayers to the presiding deity.”

Dantewada MLA
at Vemulawada 

PNS n PATANCHERU

CBI officials conducted a raid
on the Patancheru regional PF
office following a complaint
that a bribe was demanded
from a PF subscriber. Searches
were conducted from 3 pm on
Monday till 1 am on Tuesday.

Bharat Reddy, who works as
a senior social security assis-
tant in the office, was found to
have taken a bribe of Rs 3,000
during the raids by the author-
ities. Authorities had to work
hard to track down the bribe
money taken by the employee.

A case was registered against
Bharat Reddy after they final-
ly found the money during the
inspection. Panchanama was
conducted and he was taken
into custody at 1 am and a case
was registered and he was
shifted to the CBI office.An
official on condition of

anonymity said that details of
the arrest would be communi-
cated to the press from the CBI
office.

Known as the largest indus-
trial hub, Patancheru, employs
millions of people in various
industries in the region. The
PF accounts related to all of
them are maintained at the
Patancheru PF office. HMS

leader Ishwar Prasad alleged
that the PF staff and officials
were making lakhs of rupees in
collusion with the employers
for not maintaining the PF
accounts of industry employ-
ees and workers in accordance
with the government rules.

Many clients have com-
plained that they have to pay
bribes to officials for with-

drawing the money from the
PF account and transfer the
account. When this reporter
tried to contact PF Regional
Office Commissioner Krishna
Shankar seeking an explana-
tion on the allegations but he
was not available.

CBI raids Patancheru regional PF office
PNS n WARANGAL RURAL

An all-party meeting of the
Library Association in
Warangal Rural district was
held in Geesugonda town on
Tuesday under the chairman-
ship of Bochhu Vinay. An
awareness seminar was con-
ducted on the management of
libraries, condition of the
staff and the rules and regu-
lations of the Covid on the
premises of the library.

District directors Puttapaka
Kumaraswamy, Kampa
Rajeshwar Reddy, Warangal
rural district DEO Vasanthi,
adult education officer
Ramesh Reddy, panchayat
secretary Suman, district
library secretary Sarita, library
staff and others were present
on the occasion.

Seminar on
library mgmt

PNS n KARIMNAGAR

CPI State secretary Chada
Venkat Reddy launched the
State-wide ‘Palle Palle CPI’ at
Chinna Mulkanur village in
Chigurumamidi mandal of
Karimnagar district on Tuesday.

Venkata Reddy hoisted the
party flag at the bus stand to
kick off the programme. It was
conducted at Indurti, Ogulapur,
Gagireddy Palle, Sundaragiri,
Chigurumamidi, Rekonda and
Bommanapalli villages in the
district.      

He alleged that Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
had given many promises to the
people in the elections, but was
wasting time with vociferous
words without fulfilling them.
He criticised the Chief Minister
for misleading the people by not
giving double bedroom houses,
three acres to Dalits, unemploy-
ment benefits and pensions.

The TRS, which took part in
the bandh against the anti-
farmer laws brought by the
Centre, demanded that the TRS
clarify its stance on those laws.

He said that the CPI had
launched a the state-wide cam-

paign in the villages to find out
the problems of the people and
would carry out more struggles
in the future for the redressal of
grievances.

He called upon on the party
leaders and workers to be pre-
pared for the agitation against
the anti-people policies of the
Central and State govern-
ments.

CPI district secretary
Ponaganti Kedari, assistant
secretary Koyada Srujan
Kumar, Praja Natya Mandali

state president and secretaries
Palle Narsimha, Kannam
Lakshminarayana, State
Council members Ande
Swamy, Boini Ashok, Goodem
Lakshmi, zonal secretary
Nagelli Lakshma Reddy, assis-
tant secretaries Jeela Sampath
and Ande were present on the
occasion.

Chinna Swamy, District
Council members Terala
Satyanarayana, Boini Patel,
Kasireddy Manikantha Reddy
and others participated.

Chada launches ‘Palle Palle
Ku CPI’ in Karimnagar dist

HMS leader
alleged that the
PF staff were
making lakhs of
rupees in
collusion with
the employers
for not
maintaining the
PF accounts of
employees

CPI State secretary Chada Venkat Reddy launches ‘Palle Palle CPI’ at Chinna
Mulkanur village in Chigurumamidi mandal of Karimnagar district on Tuesday

PNS n KARIMNAGAR

Artistes have the power to influ-
ence society, opined District
Collector K Shashanka. He was
the chief guest at the
Government Employees'
Cultural Festival, which was
started at the Collectorate
Auditorium on Tuesday.

The Collector inaugurated
the programme by lighting the
traditional lamp. Speaking on
the occasion,  he said that
the role of artistes in
the Telangana
movement and
during the inde-
pendence was
commendable.

Many, who
exhibited their
skill in cultural
programmes
during their
school and college
education, have
moved away from it all
together after getting a
job. 

He said that cultural compe-
titions are being organised to
inspire the employees. He said
that everyone should participate

i n
cultural

activities and
achieve perfection.

Each employee was asked to
continue their extracurricular
activities during the Sundays

and holidays. The song rendered
by the Collector on the occasion
attracted the attention of the
audience. Karimnagar Police
Commissioner Kamalasan
Reddy said that music has the
power to melt rocks. Additional
collectors Shyam Prasad Lal,
Narsimha Reddy, DRO Venkata
Madhava Rao, PD Mepma,
DEO Janardhan Rao, DWO
Sharda and others participated.

Artistes have power to
influence society: Collector

n Women encountering
problems can contact
the Commission by
dialling the toll-free
number 181, or can
drop a postcard
explaining their
problem. The
Commission takes up
some cases on a suo
moto basis. Anybody
can also come to the
Commission’s office to
lodge a complaint 

CBI officials at Patancheru regional PF office 

(Top) A ballet being staged to mark
the Government Employees' Cultural
Festival in Karimangar on Tuesday

(Bottom)  Collector K Shashanka
lighting the lamp to inaugurate the
cultural programmes 

PNS n HYDERABAD

Former IAS officer Narendra
Luther passed away of age-
related ailments early on
Tuesday. A civil servant,
author and columnist, Luther
was active till the very last,
serving as the president of the
Society to Save Rocks,
Hyderabad. 

After his retirement, he
turned towards his passion —
writing on Hyderabad history
and culture and the rulers of
the erstwhile Princely State. 

Luther won several awards
for his work in Urdu and
some of his books and articles
were translated into a number
of Indian and foreign lan-
guages. He had also produced
many acclaimed documen-
taries, including India's first
full-length animation film on
Quli Qutb Shah and the myth
of Bhagyamati 

Born in Rawalpindi in pre-
sent-day Pakistan, Luther’s
family came to India during
the partition. He was 15 at that
time.

After his MA in Political
Science, Luther was selected

for IAS in 1955 and after dis-
trict training in
Visakhapatnam, posted to
Gudur. 

It was from then his associ-
ation with Hyderabad and its
hoary history began.

Recalling Luther’s contribu-
tion, Telangana Chief Minister
K. Chandrasekhar Rao
expressed condolences to the
bereaved family.

Luther is survived by his
wife Bindi, son Rahul, daugh-
ter Sandhya and grandchil-
dren. The funeral was held
later in the day at the
Vaikuntha Mahaprasthanam,
Whisper Valley, Jubilee Hills.

Former IAS Narendra
Luther passes away



PNS n NEW DELHI

People who are severely aller-
gic to any ingredient of
COVID-19 vaccine 'Covishield'
are advised not to take it,
Serum Institute of India said.

According to the fact sheet
for the vaccine recipient by the
Serum Institute of India, one
should not get the Covishield
vaccine if the person had a
severe allergic reaction after a
previous dose of this vaccine.

The ingredients of
Covishield vaccine are "L-
Histidine, L-Histidine
hydrochloride monohydrate,
Magnesium chloride hexahy-
drate, Polysorbate 80, Ethanol,
Sucrose, Sodium chloride,
Disodium edetate dihydrate
(EDTA), Water for injection,"
Serum Institute said.

The fact sheet for the vaccine
recipient on the website of the
vaccine major is to help the
recipient understand the risks
and benefits of the Covishield
vaccine.

The vaccine maker also said
that the vaccine recipient
should also tell the healthcare
provider about all the medical
conditions before getting the
Covishield vaccine including,
"if you have ever had a severe

allergic reaction (anaphylaxis)
after any drug, food, any vac-
cine or any ingredients of
Covishield vaccine".

The recipients should also
mention to the healthcare
provider, if they have fever, if
they have a bleeding disorder
or are on a blood thinner and
also if they are immuno-com-
promised or are on a medicine
that affects your immune sys-
tem, it added.

The fact sheet also says that
if a person is pregnant or plans
to become pregnant or is
breastfeeding she should tell
the healthcare provider before
taking the jab.
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A
n offence has been
registered against three
persons in Maharashtra's

Palghar district for allegedly
transporting cattle into the state
in a cruel manner, police said on
Tuesday. The police intercepted a
truck at Khanivade toll naka
on Mumbai-Ahmedabad
Highway on Sunday and found 250 cattle,including goats and sheep,
which were being transported in inhuman conditions from
Rajasthan, an official said. While the truck driver managed to escape
the scene, the police caught hold of the cleaner, the official said,
adding that one of the goats had died in the vehicle. The police have
seized the animals worth Rs 8.40 lakh and also confiscated the
truck, he said. An offence under section 429 of the IPC and relevant
provisions of the Cruelty to Animals Act has been registered against
Chenna Khan, Gulam Khan and the truck owner, it was stated.

INDIA CORNER

Three booked for transporting
cattle in cruel manner

A
week after he met with a tragic
accident, Union AYUSH Minister
Shripad Naik said he would be

discharged from Goa Medical
College and Hospital (GMCH) near
here in four to five days.Naik (68),
the Union Minister of State for
Defence and AYUSH, was admitted
to the GMCH on January 12 after he
met with an accident while on his
way back to Goa from neighbouring Karnataka. Speaking to PTI,
Naik said with everyone's blessings and by God's grace, he has
recovered from the tragic accident."I am seeing this day after a long
time. I appeal to people not to crowd at the hospital to meet me. I
will be discharged in four to five days and after that, I will meet
everyone," he said. Naik urged his well-wishers to pray for his
recovery from wherever they are without visiting the hospital.
The Union Minister, who has been recovering well at
the GMCH, greeted the hospital staff and doctors, as he was
brought out of his ward on a wheelchair on Tuesday.

PNS n SURAT

Thirteen migrant labourers
and a year-old-girl from
Rajasthan who were sleeping
by the roadside in Gujarat's
Surat district were among 15
dead after a dumper truck
ran over them on Tuesday,
police said.

Those killed include eight
women and a migrant worker
from Madhya Pradesh, police
said. While 12 of them died on
the spot, three died during
treatment at a hospital, police
added.

Except for the 19-year-old
worker from Madhya Pradesh,
all the other deceased were
from villages in Banswara dis-
trict in south Rajasthan, police
said.

The tragedy took place near
Kosamba village, around 60
km from Surat, police said. The
truck driver, who apparently
lost control over the vehicle
after hitting a sugarcane laden
tractor, has been booked under
sections of the IPC and Motor
Vehicles Act, police said.

The truck driver and the
vehicle's 'cleaner' were also
injured in the accident and are
being treated at a hospital.

The truck ran over the
migrant construction workers
on the Kim-Mandvi road
shortly after midnight, Surat

SP Usha Rada said.
The truck driver lost control

over his vehicle after dashing
against the tractor and veered
off the road onto the pavement
where the workers were sleep-
ing, she said.

"The truck was on its way to
Mandvi from Kim. The driver
lost control of the vehicle after
it hit sugarcane hanging out of
the tractor trolley coming from
the opposite direction.

"The truck's front window
pane shattered on impact,
which blocked the driver's
vision. The truck then veered
off the road and crashed into
the sleeping labourers," she
said.

Three workers injured in the
tragedy are being treated in a
nearby hospital, the police
official said.

The deceased were identfied

as Rahul Mahida (19),
Manisha Mahida (19), Vanita
Mahida (17), Sangeeta Vasunia
(27), Champa Panda (16),
Naresh Panda (25), Rajila
Mahida (25), Vikesh Mahida
(27), Shakan Vasunia (21),
Mukesh Mahida (25), Lila
Mahida (22), Anita Mahida
(40), Dilip Vasania (20),
Shobha Vasania (23) and one-
year-old girl Tejal Mahida.

Except Rahul Mahida, a
native of Madhya Pradesh, all
other victims were from
Rajasthan, police said.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi announced that ex-gra-
tia of Rs two lakh from the
Prime Minister's National
Relief Fund would be given to
the next of kin of each person
killed in the accident and Rs
50,000 would be given to each
injured. 

COVID-19 vaccination resumes in Mumbai, Pune after 2 days
PNS n MUMBAI

After a gap of two days, the
COVID-19 vaccination drive
resumed in Mumbai and
Pune on Tuesday morning,
but unlike the first day, there
was hardly any rush of ben-
eficiaries for taking jabs in the
metropolis.

A doctor at a vaccination
centre in Mumbai said the
response was slow in the
morning, but the process was

gradually picking up.
The inoculation drive

resumed at nine centres in
Mumbai and 28 centres in the
neighbouring Pune district,
officials said.

The Maharashtra govern-
ment had suspended the
inoculation process on
Sunday and Monday due to
some problems in the Co-
WIN app, created by the
Centre for managing registra-
tion for the vaccination.

On the first day of the vac-
cination on Saturday, only
1,923 out of 4,000 registered
beneficiaries got the doses in
Mumbai, as per the BMC.

On Tuesday, the vaccina-
tion process started around 9
am at all the centres in
Mumbai, as per BMC offi-
cials.

However, unlike Saturday,
there was hardly any rush of
registered beneficiaries at the
vaccination centres.

14 migrant workers, baby girl
crushed to death by truck

PNS n NEW DELHI

Future climate change will
cause an uneven shifting of the
tropical rain belt -- a narrow
band of heavy precipitation
near the Earth's equator --
leading to increased flooding
in parts of India, a new study
warns.

The study, published in the
journal Nature Climate
Change, examined computer
simulations from 27 state-of-
the-art climate models, and
measured the tropical rain
belt's response to a future sce-
nario in which greenhouse gas
emissions continue to rise
through the end of the current
century.

According to the research, a
northward shift of the tropical
rain belt over the eastern Africa
and the Indian Ocean could

result in "intensified flooding
in southern India," and may
impact global biodiversity and
food security by 2100. 

The scientists, including
those from the University of
California (UC) Irvine in the
US, said this "sweeping shift" of
the rain belt was disguised in
previous studies that provided
a global average of the influ-
ence of climate change. 

However, they said climate
change caused the atmosphere
to heat up by different amounts
over Asia and the North
Atlantic Ocean.

The current study highlight-
ed the drastic alterations to
come over future decades in
India by isolating the response
in the Eastern and Western
Hemisphere zones.

"In Asia, projected reduc-

tions in aerosol emissions,
glacier melting in the
Himalayas and loss of snow
cover in northern areas
brought on by climate change
will cause the atmosphere to
heat up faster than in other
regions," said study co-author
James Randerson from UC
Irvine. 

"We know that the rain belt
shifts toward this heating, and
that its northward movement
in the Eastern Hemisphere is
consistent with these expected
impacts of climate change,"
Randerson said.

According to the scientists,
the study combined the engi-
neering approach of system's
thinking with data analytics
and climate science to reveal
subtle manifestations of glob-
al warming on regional rainfall
extremes.

Vax not for people allergic 
to any of its ingredients: SII

Climate change may intensify floods

Will be discharged from hospital
in four to five days: Naik

P
olice have arrested two women
Naxals, including a key cadre
carrying a reward of Rs 8 lakh

on her head and wanted for attacks
on police personnel, in
Chhattisgarh's Bijapur district, an
official said on Tuesday. Joint teams
of the District Reserve Guard,
Special Task Force and District Force
nabbed the two rebels on Monday,
the police official said.Korsa Mase alias Shanti (24) was
apprehended from her native place Padeda under Gangaloor police
station area, while Sunita Karam (20) was nabbed from Cherla road
in Pamed police station limits, he said.Mase, a member of company
no.1 of the Mad division of Maoists and carrying a reward of Rs 8
lakh on her head, was allegedly involved in several Naxal incidents,
including attacks on police teams and damaging public property, he
said.

Chhattisgarh: Two women Naxals
arrested in Bijapur

A
sample of a dead crow
from Red Fort has
tested positive for bird

flu and orders have been
issued to restrict the entry
of public into the
monument, officials said on
Tuesday. Around 15 crows
were found dead in the
premises of Red Fort a few
days ago. A sample from a
dead bird was sent to a Jalandhar-based laboratory for testing,
Rakesh Singh, the director of the Delhi government's animal
husbandry department said. Entry of public into monument has
been restricted till January 26 as a precautionary measure, he
said.On Saturday, samples from a dead owl in the Delhi zoo had
tested positive for avian influenza. 

Red Fort shut till Jan 26; sample
of crow tests positive for bird flu

PNS n NEW DELHI

Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Tuesday praised the
role of the Delhi Police dur-
ing the coronavirus pandem-
ic and said the police
force has been
p r o v i d i n g
exemplar y
services to
people of the
national cap-
ital. He also
said that the
police force tackled the north-
east Delhi riots last year and
brought back peace to the city.
“Be it tackling the northeast
Delhi violence, or the lock-
down announced after the
outbreak of coronavirus, or
the unlocking process, or the
movement of migrant work-
ers, the Delhi Police has pro-
vided exemplary services to
the people,” Shah said at an
event held at the Delhi Police
headquarters here. 

The minister said the Delhi
Police has a very large area of
responsibility as various key
installations come under its
jurisdiction that include
Rashtrapati Bhavan,
embassies of a large number
of countries, headquarters of
many key organisations, sci-
ence centres, among others.

Shah praises
role of Delhi
Police during
pandemic

PNS n MALAPPURAM
(KERALA)

A 17-year-oldgirl,  who recent-
ly disclosed that she had
allegedly been sexually abused
by 38 persons, is stillundergo-
ing psycho-social counselling,
police said on Tuesday.

The girl was being coun-
selled at the state-run Nirbhaya
Centre here and there was no
plan to send her back home,
considering her safety, the
police said.

Based on the girl's disclosure
in November last, a total of 29
cases had been registered so far
and 20 persons arrested in this
connection, a top police offi-
cial said.

"We have registered 13 and
16 cases separately. Of the
total 40 accused, 20 have
already been arrested and
weare on a hunt to trace 20
more accused,"district police
chief Abdul Karim U told PTI.

Of the arrested 20, 15 went
out on bail and five were
remanded, he said.

He said mother was the
lone close relative the victim
had and it was not safe to send
the girlback home.

"The victim continues to
undergo counsellingat the
Nirbhaya centre. Ifhigher-ups
seek any report from us in this
regard, we will object to send-
ing her back home to join her
mother due to safety reasons.
We take into considerationher
mental condition also," the
officer added.

The teenager's ordeal came
to light during a counselling

session at the Nirbhaya cen-
tre recently, police said.

The girl had been sexual-
ly abused in 2016 when she
was 13 and then a year later.

After the second incident,
she was sent to the Child
Home and allowed to go with
her mother about a year ago.

According to the police, the
girl was missing for sometime
after she was released from
Child Home and was traced to
Palakkad in December last
and brought to the Nirbhaya
centre.

Girl sexually abused by 38 still
undergoing counselling: Cops

PNS n NEW DELHI

The BCCI on Tuesday
announced a Rs 5 crore
bonus for the Indian crick-
et team after the Ajinkya
Rahane-led side won the
fourth and final Test against
Australia to clinch the series
2-1 and retain the Border-
Gavaskar trophy.

India chased down 328 in
the f inal  Test  to end
Australia's 32-year unbeat-
en run at  the Gabba,
Brisbane. BCCI President
Sourav Ganguly and
Secertary Jay Shah tweeted
within minutes of each
other to make the annouce-
ment of a bonus.

"Just  a  remarkable
win...To go to Australia and
win a test series in this way
..will be remembered in the
history of indian cricket
forever ..Bcci announces a 5
cr bonus for the team ..The
value of this win is beyond
any number ..well done to
every member of the tour-
ing party," Ganguly tweeted.

BCCI announces
Rs 5 crore bonus
for Indian team

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Centre's new farm laws are
designed to "destroy" the agri-
culture sector, Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi alleged on
Tuesday and asserted that the
only solution to the farmers'
issue is to repeal the legisla-
tions. At a press conference,
Gandhi also released a book-
let highlighting the "plight" of
farmers in the wake of the
Centre's three farm laws.

He alleged that the laws will
put the entire agriculture sec-
tor in the hands of "three to
four crony capitalists".

The Centre's new farm laws
are "designed to destroy" the
agriculture sector, the former
Congress chief said.

"I support the protesting

farmers 100 per cent and every
single person in the country
should support them as they
are fighting for us," he said.

There is just one solution
that these three laws will have
to repealed, Gandhi said when
asked about the impasse in
talks between the government
and the protesting farmers.

Hitting back at BJP president
J P Nadda for his tweets earli-
er in the day criticising him,
the Congress leader said it
was an "attempted distrac-
tion". The farmers know that it
was Rahul Gandhi who stood
up in Bhatta Parsaul and over
the land acquisition issue, not
BJP leader Nadda, he said.

"I am not afraid of anyone,
neither of (Prime Minister
Narendra) Modi nor of anyone
else. I am a clean person, they
can't touch me. They can shoot
me, but can't touch me. I am a
patriot and I protect my coun-
try, and I will keep doing it," he
said.

Thousands of farmers, most-
ly from Haryana and Punjab,
have been protesting at sever-
al border points of Delhi since

November 28 last year,
demanding a repeal of the
three laws and a legal guaran-
tee to the minimum support
price (MSP) system for their
crops.

Enacted in September last
year, the three laws have been
projected by the Centre as
major reforms in the agricul-
ture sector that will remove
middlemen and allow farmers
to sell their produce anywhere
in the country.

However, the protesting
farmers have expressed their
apprehension that the new
laws would pave the way for
eliminating the safety cushion
of the MSP and do away with
the "mandi" (wholesale mar-
ket) system, leaving them at the
mercy of big corporates.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The National Green Tribunal
has formed a five-member
expert committee and direct-
ed it to submit a report on the
ammonia gas leak incident at
IFFCO plant in Phulpur in
Uttar Pradesh.

A bench comprising NGT
chairperson Justice A K Goel
and Justice S K Singh consti-
tuted a committee comprising
representatives of the Ministry
of Environment and Forests,
Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB), UPPCB, IIT
Kanpur and District
Magistrate of Prayagraj.

The tribunal also directed
that an interim compensa-
tion of Rs 2.5 lakh each be paid
to the victims.

The District Magistrate,
Prayagraj, may extend all
logistic support for function-
ing of the Committee, the
NGT said, adding that the
panel may meet physically or
by video conferencing and
undertake visit to the site.

The committee has been
asked to give report on caus-
es of the gas leak, extent of
damage, steps taken for com-
pensation to victims and resti-
tution of damaged property
and environment.

Committee told 
to submit report 

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Supreme Court Tuesday
sought a report from a com-
mittee, set up by the NGT, on
its recommendations for
improving the water quality of
the Yamuna river and the
extent to which the authorities
have implemented them. 

The NGT, on July 26, 2018,
had constituted the monitor-
ing committee comprising its
former expert member B S
Sajwan and former Delhi chief
secretary Shailaja Chandra on
the cleaning of the Yamuna
and had directed it to submit
an action plan in this regard. 

A bench headed by Chief
Justice S A Bobde took note of
the submission of amicus curi-

ae and senior advocate
Meenakshi Arora that the
NGT-appointed panel has
been monitoring the cleaning
of Yamuna water. 

In the proceedings con-
ducted through video confer-
encing, the bench, also com-
prising Justices L Nageswara
Rao and Vineet Saran, asked
the committee to submit its
report on recommendations
made by it for improving the
quality of water of Yamuna
and the extent to which they
have been implemented.

Earlier, the top court had
taken suo motu cognizance of
contamination of rivers by
effluent in the country and
had decided to take up the pol-
lution of Yamuna river first. 

SC seeks report from panel 
on cleaning of river Yamuna

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Ministry of Education
on Tuesday announced relax-
ation in admission criteria for
NITs and centrally funded
technical institutions by waiv-
ing off requirement of 75
per cent marks in class
12.

"C onsider ing
the decision taken
for IIT JEE
(Advanced) and
in line with the
decision taken for
the last academic
year, it has been decided
to waive off the 75% marks (in
class 12 exam) eligibility cri-
teria under Joint Entrance
Examination (Main) for the
next academic year 2021-2022
in respect of NITs, IIITs, SPAs

and other CFTIs, whose
admissions are based on JEE
(Main)," Union Education
Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal
‘Nishank' tweeted.

In the wake of COVID-19
outbreak, the Central Seat

Allocation Board (CSAB)
had last year relaxed

norms for admis-
sions into National
Institute of Tech-
nology (NITs) and
Centrally Funded
Technical Insti

tutions (CFTIs). As
per the relaxation,

NITs will admit under-
graduate students based on
their performance in Joint
Entrance Exam-Mains (JEE-
Mains) and will discount the
class 12 board examination
marks in selection process. 

MoE announces relaxation 
in admission norms for NITs

‘Farm laws designed to destroy agriculture’

AMMONIA GAS LEAK



I
mpeachment is essentially
symbolic, but the sort of
sticky symbolism with a
moral dimension that stands

the test of time. History books
that transcend time and lives bear
the impeached person’s name
with an unflattering asterisk of
transgression. Only three
Presidents of the United States
(US), out of the 45 that preced-
ed Joe Biden, were tainted with
this blot, with Donald Trump
going down in posterity as the
unique one, with two impeach-
ments! The Constitution of the
US describes acts that are deemed
“treason, bribery, or other high
crimes and misdemeanours” to
be impeachment-worthy. Beyond
the legality of formal conviction
in a classic justice sense,
impeachment is tantamount to
abuse of public and constitution-
al trust, with possible intersection
of legal criminality, subsequent-
ly. But the man whom the usual-
ly reserved Dalai Lama suggest-
ed had a “lack of moral principle”,
i.e. Trump, remains brazen and
unrepentant.

Others like Richard Nixon,
who had faced a near-certain
prospect of getting impeached,
had resigned from office just
before impeachment. The other
two impeached US Presidents,
Andrew Johnson and Bill
Clinton, had in hindsight consid-
erably less deleterious and viola-
tive portents to democracy as
compared to the ingloriousness
of Trump’s acts. Andrew Johnson,
arguably a racist himself who had
succeeded the colossus of democ-
racy, Abraham Lincoln, was
impeached for a technicality of
violating the Tenure of Office Act
when he removed a federal
appointee without consulting the
Senate. History reflects that
impeachment as more of a par-
tisan act that seized upon an
unacceptable presidential action
but perhaps not warranting the
burden of impeachment.
Similarly, Bill Clinton had per-
jured himself by lying to the
investigators about his relation-
ship with Monica Lewinsky, as
also encouraging the White
House staff to toe the said line.
The undeniable dereliction and
misconduct was perhaps still
short of breaching the high rails
of “treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanours”.
The fine difference was illustrat-
ed by a rival Republican Senator,
Susan Collins, who agreed that
Clinton had conducted himself
disgracefully, but perhaps short of

a crime, when she still voted
against the impeachment by
stating: “In voting to acquit the
President, I do so with grave
misgivings for I do not mean
in any way to exonerate this
man.” Bill Clinton was visibly,
and admittedly, embarrassed
and repentant.

Trump was, on the other
hand, first impeached for the
abuse of power and obstruc-
tion of Congress. He had
allegedly pushed Ukraine to
snoop into the commercial
affairs of his ultimate nemesis,
Joe Biden, and therefore enlist-
ed a foreign power in corrupt-
ing the democratic elections.
Trump had also withheld mil-
itary funds from the
Ukrainians in order to coerce
them to do so. But Trump’s
misdemeanours had continued
with his denialist approach by
further ordering the Executive
Branch to not comply with the
Congressional subpoenas for
the trailing documents and
testimonies. However, unlike
the bipartisan expressions that
surrounded the Clinton or
Nixon build-up, Trump had
managed to polarise and divide
the nation into extremities
that ensured that, barring one
Republican Senator, all had
acquiesced blindly to Trump.
The second Trump impeach-
ment was unprecedented in its

seriousness of accusative
import, “incitement for insur-
rection”. The self-interest of
Republicans, which was in
play to defend Trump during
the first impeachment on par-
tisan lines, was equally visible
in the second impeachment,
with 10 Republican Senators
disassociating themselves from
supporting Trump, owing to
worse consequences in repeat-
ing their partisan decision.
The Joint Chief of Staff had
issued an internal memo that
sought to remind the uni-
formed fraternity of their sole
fidelity to the Constitution
and alluded to the potential
disruption of the Biden inau-
guration as “against the law” —
further suggesting the grave-
ness of the unconstitutionali-
ty that Trump was accused of.

The weight of the 10
Republicans who bolted out of
the Trump bandwagon is much
more than its arithmetical sig-
nificance, as it is about the
assertion of bipartisan courage,
democratic values and basic
common sense. In many ways,
this internal dissenting note
has allowed the Republicans of
absolve and permanently
cleanse themselves of
Trumpism, post-January 20,
2021. While the impeachment
process was rushed through
the last days of Trump’s presi-

dency, its necessity is contex-
tualised to the public healing
of the shame of “coup” and
offering a restorative opportu-
nity and agenda for bipartisan
politics hereinafter. The singu-
lar Republican who had yield-
ed to the dictates of his person-
al conscience in voting against
Trump’s first impeachment,
Mitt Romney, noted evocative-
ly in Trump’s second “coming”
that there must be “meaning-
ful consequences” when a
President incites an attack
against the Congress and, more
importantly, against all known
tenets of democracy.

Opinions now abound that
the new President, Biden, need
not federally prosecute Trump
and sustain the divisive and
inflammatory ‘Donald Trump
show’ to linger, irate passions
and sustain dangerous rumours.
Trump’s descent into indefensi-
ble infamy and 
notoriety that had toyed with
reckless ideas like attacking
Iran before elections, imposing
quasi-martial law or actually
triggering social unrest by insist-
ing upon his allegations of
“fraudulent elections”, “can’t play
in the hands of these people”,
“elections that were stolen” and
suchlike, has already brought
the US to the unthinkable brink
of anarchy and civil war. The
isolation of Trump among his

own party leaders and ostensi-
ble loyalists has shifted gears
from private murmurs behind
closed doors to open calls for
introspection within. The trig-
gers for the much-needed
course correction have not been
the legality, but the loss of
morality, surrounding Trump’s
indefensibility. In a shifting sign
of times, Republican leader
Mitch McConnell had freed
Republican Senators from 
toeing any party line and,
instead, urged them to “vote
with their conscience”; the 
subliminal writing on the wall
for Trump is unmistakable.
Indeed, Trump will be expect-
ed to continue his slanderous
rants, unsubstantiated false-
hoods and desperation to retain
the centre-stage but the loss of
moral high ground for the
Republican Party, going for-
ward, will drop Trump from the
only political anchorage that
sustains his relevance. It is not
the electoral triumphs, unchal-
lenged dominance or legality in
the court, but the diminishment
of morality as captured in 
this symbolic impeachment that
ended a destructive streak 
and individual.

(The writer, a military 
veteran, is a former Lt Governor
of Andaman & Nicobar Islands
and Puducherry. The views
expressed are personal.)

E
ven as India and China are locked in a bitter
border standoff in eastern Ladakh for over eight
months, and both the countries have held sev-

eral rounds of military and diplomatic dialogue in
order to resolve the standoff but without making any
significant headway, reports have emerged that China
has built a village comprising 120 houses five km
inside the disputed territory in Arunachal Pradesh.
The provocative development, which ostensibly per-
tains to November last year, was detected by satel-
lite images taken by Planet Labs. This is the same
area where the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) had
detained five locals last year. The village is on the
banks of the Tsari Chu river in the Upper Subansiri

district and China has all along disputed India’s ownership claim over the area. It
is feared that China wants to maintain pressure on India by opening several fronts
along the 3,488-km Line of Actual Control (LAC), stretching from Ladakh in the west
to Arunachal Pradesh in the east. The development has understandably rung alarm
bells in India’s security establishment and the Opposition has also rolled up its sleeves
to take on the Government. Congress leader Rahul Gandhi trained his guns on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on the issue of national security after the development was
reported. “Remember his promise — ‘Mai desh jhukne nahi dunga’,” Rahul wrote
on Twitter. Randeep Surjewala, another Congress leader, also slammed the Prime
Minister, asking: “…Where is the ‘56-inch chest’?” Returning the fire, BJP presi-
dent JP Nadda said that the scion, his party and family had repeatedly lied on the
issue of China: “When will Rahul Gandhi, his dynasty and the Congress stop lying
on China? Can he deny that thousands of km, including the one in Arunachal Pradesh
he is referring to, was gifted by none other than Nehru to the Chinese? Time and
again, why does Congress surrender to China?” The BJP chief added: “Does Rahul
Gandhi have any intention to cancel the Congress party’s MoU with China and their
Communist Party? Does he intend to return the Chinese largesse to trusts controlled
by his family? Or will their policies and practices continue to be dictated by Chinese
money and MoU?”

For its part, the Government has “taken note of the construction” along the bor-
der and ramped up its infrastructure development projects. The Indian security estab-
lishment maintains that the coming up of this village is in violation of several agree-
ments between the countries. The pacts clearly say both countries to “safeguard
due interests of their settled population in the border areas” and “strictly respect
and observe the LAC”. This piece of land was apparently under Chinese occupa-
tion since 1965 but, as disputed territory, no country should change the status quo
as per international law. “If this is true, it is clear that the Chinese have altered the
status quo by converting a disputed area into a permanent settlement of Chinese
nationals. What does the Government have to say about these startling facts?”
Congress leader P Chidambaram said. If the Government’s claim that it is Indian
territory is correct, it should unequivocally take up the matter with Beijing and get
the settlement removed. Earlier on June 15-16, 2020, Indian and Chinese troops
had clashed on the Galwan valley ridges at a height of nearly 14,000 ft; at least 76
Indian soldiers were reportedly injured in addition to the 20 dead. Indian intercepts
also revealed that the Chinese side suffered 43 casualties.

Gabba forever!

O
ne month ago, editorials across newspapers were
bemoaning the state of Indian cricket. An almost
full-strength Indian cricket team was bowled out

for 36 runs in Adelaide and, despite drawing the white-
ball matches three-all, many feared the worst in the
forthcoming Tests. After all, India’s talismanic batsman
and captain Virat Kohli was headed home to be with
his wife for the birth of their first child. Injuries had begun
to take their toll even before the first match and, given
Australia’s strict two-week quarantine rules, flying in
replacements at a moment’s notice was actually impos-
sible. Foreign commentators, always quick to slam India,
predicted a whitewash. Yet, somehow in an incredible
show of resilience and extraordinary leadership and bats-

manship by stand-in captain Ajinkya Rahane, India won the second Test at Melbourne,
the best possible gift they could have given Indian cricket fans heading into the start of
the new year after what had been a truly woeful 2020 for almost everyone. In and of
itself, that was a great story of redemption, coming back from Indian cricket’s worst
moment in contemporary history to win handsomely. Many compared that moment to
the heroics of VVS Laxman and Rahul Dravid at the Eden Gardens two decades ago.
But that was a simple redemption story; this play needed a third act. An act that began
with the first match of the new year in Sydney, where a brave Indian second-innings
rearguard performance prevented the hosts from winning the Test. 

But the play ended in Australia’s fortress of the Gabba in Brisbane, a ground where
the home team had not lost in over three decades. And India playing essentially their sec-
ond XI, giving a part-timer Washington Sundar — who had not played a first-class match
in three years — his first cap and boasting a bowling line-up with just five caps among
them. On top of that, a young batting line-up was facing an experienced Australian pace
battery and a spin bowler playing his hundredth Test. India’s heroics at Melbourne and
Sydney were commendable, but most Indian cricket fans thought that a draw at the Gabba
would be a great result. The last Test of the Border-Gavaskar Trophy series will remain
etched in the minds and memory of the cricket aficionados as the ultimate decider that
tested the resilience, composure and physical fitness of the players. The young and large-
ly inexperienced Indian team battled it all in this Test series, within themselves and with
the world outside: Issues with facilities, racial slurs, losing key players at crucial junc-
tures, injury after injury, issues with bubble life for multiple months et al. However, the
actions of one of India’s former heroes, Rahul Dravid, in shaping this new Indian team
under his tutelage as the coach of India’s ‘A’ team must not be dismissed. There was a
sense of resilience in this team that ‘The Wall’ himself would have been proud of. Not
only did Washington Sundar and Shardul Thakur play the most unexpectedly pleasant
seventh-wicket partnership, keeping India in the game in the first innings, Shubman Gill,
Cheteshwar Pujara, the senior man whose body faced blow after blow, and finally Rishabh
Pant, the Delhi boy whose abilities have been openly questioned and in whose persever-
ance in the team many allegations of favouritism have been thrown at India’s manage-
ment, a young India found its new cricketing heroes. This is more than a redemption
story, this is more than a coming-of-age story; this is an epic, a story for the ages. The
Indian cricket team’s grit and determination, particularly by a group of inexperienced young
men is a story for the ages. When India won the 2011 World Cup at the Wankhede Stadium,
they got an open-top bus ride through Mumbai and while COVID-19 protocols might mean
that this team cannot get one, make no mistake, they truly deserve it.
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Remove Chinese hamlet

The 2020-21 Australian tour will remain etched in the
memory of Indian cricket fans as long as they live

The Govt, Opposition trade barbs over reports of a village
having come up in a disputed area of Arunachal Pradesh

Indefensibility of amorality

BHOPINDER SINGH

BJP’s poll gimmick
Sir — The decision of the Central
Government to observe the
birthday of Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose that falls on
January 23 as “Parakram Diwas”
from now on is a political stunt
with an eye on the forthcoming
West Bengal Assembly elections.

It is a move to appease vot-
ers in West Bengal. Netaji is our
real hero who fought for the free-
dom of the nation and floated the
Azad Hind Fauj to fight for
India’s independence. The
Governments latest move reeks
of dirty politics as the BJP or the
NDA Government did not have
time to  remember Netaji during
the last six years. But the people
of Bengal are wise enough to not
fall into such traps and vote judi-
ciously on the basis of the work
done and schemes floated by the
Government. 

We, as responsible citizens,
must rise to the occasion and
show the door to such politicians
and parties.  The BJP must stop
fooling and misguiding people
and should concentrate on real
issues like unemployment, mal-
nutrition, poverty, illiteracy,
health and so on.   

Bhagwan Thadani   
Mumbai

Audience verdict is final 
Sir — It refers to the editorial
‘OTT Tandav’ (January 19). It
seems that such controversies
serve the interests of both the film
makers and political parties as
these give the much-needed pub-
licity to a web series and also help
the political parties in polarising
society. The films, as well as seri-

als, are called the mirror of soci-
ety, reflecting exactly what’s hap-
pening. The flip side  is that
moviemaking is a professional
line where the raison d’etre hap-
pens to be the business alone. 

The fact that every movie or
serial has to undergo scrutiny as
per the guidelines laid down by
the Information and
Broadcasting (I&B) Ministry

before release notwithstanding,
one or the other controversy
keeps raising its ugly head every
now and then. It is really disap-
pointing and shows that such
controversies are politically moti-
vated. We,  as  audiences, should
use our wisdom to judge what is
offensive and what is not.  

Azhar A Khan  
Rampur

Respect the Tricolour 
Sir — It is very unfortunate that
every year after the Republic
Day and Independence Day cel-
ebrations, hundreds of flags are
strewn on pavements and streets
and people keep stomping on
them. We must remember that
the national flag is our pride and
we must respect the symbol of
democracy, freedom and broth-
erhood. 

Similarly, we must respect our
national anthem and national
song. It is often seen that even
when the national anthem is
being played on radio or televi-
sion, many people don’t stand up
to pay respect. They are busy talk-
ing on their mobile phones or
chatting with their friends. The
Independence Day and Republic
Day represent the true spirit of
independent India and mark the
patriotic fervour of all Indians
who celebrate these events with
great enthusiasm. By disrespect-
ing our national symbols like the
Tricolour, we inadvertently disre-
spect our freedom fighters, our
Constitution and our nation. 

Jubel D’Cruz
Mumbai

Pride justifiable, but don’t go overboard 

T
his refers to the editorial ‘Diaspora power' (January
19). It is heartening that President-elect Joe Biden
has appointed as many as 20 Indian-Americans in

the US Administration, with 17 of them at various posi-
tions in the White House — 13 out of 20 also happen
to be women. Leading the charge is, of course, Vice-
President-elect Kamala Harris. But from finance and man-
agement to health, law to Press relations, foreign pol-
icy to national security, those who trace their roots to
India have found space. 

This is indeed a reflection of how well the Indian-
Americans have done in that country. It also reflects their
talent and acumen and, more importantly, none of these
appointments have raised any eyebrows. But even as
India takes justifiable pride in the achievements of these
individuals, it is important to remember that all those
who are in the new administration are American citizens.
Their first loyalty is to the US Constitution and
American national interests as defined by the President
who has appointed them. Yes, their presence will enhance
understanding of India in the administration and is sym-
bolic of close ties. But these individuals have their own

varied social and political influences and worldviews.
India would do well to cultivate them, as it would cul-
tivate any US official at high levels, but respect their iden-
tity beyond their Indian roots. India must look forward
to further strengthen ties with America and keep the rela-
tionship dynamic and in the best interests of both the
nations. The world is keenly watching. 

N Sadhasiva Reddy 
Bengaluru
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L E T T E R S T O  TT H E  E D I T O R

The characters that are my
favourite are not liked by 
people much. I am not saying
that the audience is wrong. 
It's just that my likes and 
dislikes are different. 

Actor
Nawazuddin Siddiqui 

I have finally managed to 
see the daylight, thanks to 
blessings from everyone 
and God. I am likely to be
discharged from the hospital
in four to five days.

MoS Defence 
Shripad Naik 

The EU has planned to start
raising and allocating in the
next few months the main part
of the $906 billion recovery
fund to bail out the bloc's
economies hit by COVID.

EU commissioner (economy)
Paolo Gentiloni 

S O U N D B I T E

Though only three US Presidents have been tainted with the blot,
Donald Trump is the only one who has faced two impeachments

I am terribly sorry because 
it is not nice to say goodbye 
to the coach. It's my decision 
and I take responsibility 
for this decision.

Polish FA president

Zbigniew Boniek 



A tricky situation

YOU MAY WIN MANY ELECTIONS BUT I VOW FROM THIS

HOLY LAND OF NANDIGRAM THAT I WILL NEVER ALLOW

THE BJP TO ENTER BENGAL.

—WEST BENGAL CHIEF MINISTER 

MAMATA BANERJEE 

I TAKE A VOW TODAY THAT IF I CANNOT DEFEAT HER

(MAMATA) IN NANDIGRAM BY A MARGIN OF HALF A

LAKH VOTES, I WILL QUIT POLITICS.  

—BJP LEADER  

SUVENDU ADHIKARI

POINTCOUNTERPOINT 

F
orced conversions are not new in the subcon-
tinent. Reports regularly pour in from India
as well as Pakistan about illegal conversions

of women/girls through force, deceit or other meth-
ods which are in contravention of the law of the
land. The issue was highlighted after the Uttar
Pradesh (UP) Government brought a legislation
termed the Prohibition of Unlawful Conversion of
Religion Ordinance, 2020, that is meant to stop
forceful conversion of women/girls from other reli-
gions to Islam, which the Right-wing sympathis-
ers  call  the “Love Jihad Act.” Around the same
time in Pakistan, a report claimed that about 1,000
women/girls are converted to Islam every year in
the country.

It is the minority community which faces the
brunt of an interfaith marriage, when it goes wrong.
In India, Muslims who are in a minority, account
for 15 per cent of the population while minority
Hindus make up 1.60 per cent of the total popu-
lation of Pakistan. Likewise, the Christian popu-
lation comprises of 1.59 per cent of the total pop-
ulation of the Islamic Republic. Both the countries
are facing the problem of conversion of non-
Muslim women/girls. Sometimes this change of
faith is coerced and many a time it is by mutual
consent. But in both the cases sparks fly, creating
a law and order problem.

Human Rights activist and advocate in
Pakistan’s Supreme Court, M Shoaib Ashraf says:
“There is no law to stop forced conversion in our
country. But it is also true that Islam does not allow
conversions for the sake of marriage. This is con-
sidered exploitation of the faith. One has to con-
vert out of the love for the religion and not for any
other reason.”

However, the Indian Constitution upholds that
the right to marry is a component of the right to
life which comes under Article 21.  It states: “No
person shall be deprived of his life and personal
liberty except according to the procedure estab-
lished by law.”

Delivering a historic judgment in the Hadiya
and Shefin Jahan case, Justice DY Chandrachud
of the Supreme Court of India said: “The choice
of a partner whether within or outside marriage
lies within the exclusive domain of each individ-
ual. Intimacies of marriage lie within a core zone
of privacy, which is inviolable. The absolute right
of an individual to choose a life partner is not in
the least affected by matters of faith. The
Constitution guarantees to each individual the right
to freely practise, profess and propagate religion.
Choices of faith and belief as indeed choices in mat-
ters of marriage lie within an area where individ-
ual autonomy is supreme.

“They form the essence of personal liberty
under the Constitution. Matters of belief and faith,
including whether to believe, are at the core of con-
stitutional liberty. The Constitution exists for believ-
ers as well as for agnostics…Matters of dress and
of food, of ideas and ideologies, of love and part-
nership are within the central aspects of
identity….Society has no role to play in determin-
ing our choice of partners.”

The courts in both the countries are working
effectively to protect the rights of citizens when it
comes to forced conversions. Recently, while hear-
ing a case pertaining to a 14-year-old girl who had
converted, the Lahore High Court gave a judgment
that religion is a matter of heart and conviction and
the court cannot adjudicate on such matters. 

While delivering the verdict the
court said: “What one believes in his or
her heart is not a judicial matter.” These
decisions hold good when an interfaith
marriage carries the purity and virtue
which the institution of marriage espous-
es. However, incidents of forced conver-
sions are galore and sometimes they take
a political hue. 

On August 21, the Meerut police
recovered the bodies of Priya and her
daughter Kashish. They were allegedly
killed by Shamshad. Priya, a divorcee,
befriended Shamshad on a social net-
working site where he impersonated
himself as Amit Gurjar — a Hindu.
When Priya came to know about the
truth she protested. In another case the
Budaun police arrested Asif who posed
as a Hindu man called Rajkumar and
befriended Neha. A year later he alleged-
ly killed her when she came to know of
the truth.

But then, there are cases of true love
where a person converts to another reli-
gion freely or wants to marry out of their
own community/religion of their own
free will.  For instance, take the case of
Muskan (Pinki) who married Rashid in
Dehradun in July 2020. They duly
informed the Superintendent of Police as
required under the Uttarakhand
Freedom of Religion Act, 2018. But both
Rashid and Muskan were arrested under
the new law when they paid a visit to
Moradabad in UP. Muskan was pregnant
at that time and later she alleged that she
lost her baby because of police atrocity. 

In the last two months, as many as
86 people have been named in 16 First
Information Reports (FIRs) since the
notification of the new Ordinance in the
State. Out of these, 79 are Muslims, who
have been slapped with charges of entic-
ing a woman/girl and forcing her to con-
vert to Islam. In one case 26 people,

including five women, were booked in
Etah for allegedly converting a 21-year-
old woman by force. In Mau, 16 people
have been named in an FIR whereas in
Sitapur, 14 were booked in another such
incident.

However, in Pakistan there is no law
to stop forced conversions. “In the
absence of legislation explicitly banning
and criminalising forced conversion
from minority religions to Islam, the
affected families (mainly Hindus, Sikhs
and Christians) have to use other laws,
including those against kidnapping,
forced marriage, child marriage and rape
of minors to penalise the offender,” says
Tahira Abdullah,  a social activist.

Ashraf says that in the absence of a
law in Pakistan, if the victim claims she
has converted on her own, there is little
that can be done to prove her wrong.
“We cannot determine what is behind the
consent.  If a girl from a poor family con-
verts to marry a man from a rich back-
ground, there is no way to know whether
she has converted out of love or if she has
been lured. But this should also in a way
be considered an unlawful thing as some
form of coercion has always been used,”
he says.

Jibran  Nasir, advocate and lead cam-
paigner at Never Forget Pakistan and
trustee Elaj Trust, says: “Young girls are
kidnapped and converted and video mes-
sages are circulated in which the girl says
that she is happy after being converted.
We argue in court that girls do not nec-
essarily scream or shout, for us to
known that it is a forced conversion.
Forced conversion is a crime whether one
who is coerced openly admits it or not.”

The coerced conversion, especially
of young Hindu and Christian girls in
Sindh and Punjab province in Pakistan,
continues unabated in absence of explic-
it laws criminalising it. According to  data

provided by the Centre for Social Justice,
Pakistan between 2013 and 2020 the
highest number of cases of alleged
forced conversions were in Punjab (52
per cent) followed by Sindh (44 per cent).
“A clause on forced conversion, insert-
ed into a draft law by Hindu legislators,
was actually removed before enactment
in Sindh province and it has repeatedly
failed enactment in the national
Parliament, despite clear directives from
the Supreme Court of Pakistan),” says
Abdullah.

Ashraf seconds her claims saying that
the term forced conversion is very vague
in Pakistan. “It denotes some form of
force being used — whether verbal, phys-
ical or psychological like threats to fam-
ily. When the same person is brought to
court and they say they have converted
of their own will, there is not much the
court can do about it,” he says.

In Pakistan on the insistence of the
family, the court can send the person to
some safe place so as to give them some
time and space to review their decision.
The courts have no criteria to determine
if force was used except if the person tells
the judges that there was no coercion.
Experts opine that the courts can only
give decisions based on legal provisions
and not beyond.

Despite the judiciary protecting the
institution of marriage and privacy of a
person, the issue of interfaith marriage
has been used by political parties and
organisations in both India and Pakistan
to further their personal interests. This
situation emerges as a blot on a civilised
society and should end as it often leads
to violence and religious clashes.

(Banerjee is Executive Director,
(News), The Pioneer, Lucknow, India while
Lubna is Freelance Journalist and Human
Right activist, based in Karachi. The views
expressed are personal).

Islam does not allow conversions for the sake of marriage. One has to convert out of love for the
religion and not for any other reason. But still forced conversions take place in India and Pak
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Unite for the sake
of the nation

KALYANI SHANKAR

It is high time the Opp stood united and
formed a strategy to keep the Govt on its

toes in the Budget Session 
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T
he forthcoming Budget Session of Parliament is likely to be a bois-
terous one, with a lot of controversial issues expected to be raised
by the Opposition. Although Parliamentary Affairs Minister Pralhad

Joshi has stated that the Narendra Modi Government is ready to face
all the issues, the Opposition is sharpening its knives. This Parliament
session is important as it is the first one of the year. Though it is being
held amid the COVID-19 pandemic, all protocols will be in place to
protect the members. The Parliament session will commence on January
29 and conclude by April 8, with a recess of 20 days between February
15 and March 8. President Ram Nath Kovind will address the cus-
tomary joint session on January 29. This will be followed by the plac-
ing of the Economic Survey the next day and on February 1, the Union
Budget will be presented by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman. It
will be her third consecutive one. Budget making in the middle of a
raging pandemic is a difficult process and breaking the age-old tradi-
tion the Finance Ministry will not print the Union Budget for 2021 and
will go paperless. All eyes are on the Government as the Budget would
shed light on how the Centre allocates the funds to different sectors.
Almost all the pillars of the economy are affected and it is going to be
a challenge to balance revenue and expenditure. Sitharaman has
promised to build a “stronger economy” and stated that the Budget
will be an unprecedented one, as never before in living memory has
a Government faced a situation “where tax collections are struggling
to keep up with the budgeted number” and “the demand for goods
and services is sluggish.” 

The Opposition has enough ammunition to attack the Government
with, including the COVID vaccination drive, the ongoing farmers’ agi-
tation, the struggling economy, China’s aggressive postures, price rise,
the job loss scenario, the continuation of the Citizenship (Amendment)
Act (CAA) agitation, the plan to construct a new Parliament building,
allegedly at a budget of `20,000 crore and so on. A senior Congress
leader claims that though the political parties stayed away from the
farmers’ agitation but in Parliament, they will be vocal about their sup-
port to the growers. The Opposition plans to question the Government
on employment generation, reverse migration, the border impasse with
China and Indo-Pakistan relations, the Government’s handling of the
pandemic and the vaccination drive that was kicked off on January
16. Plus, weak States would seek more financial assistance to deal
with the pandemic and the Health Ministry and other important sec-
tors need more allocation of funds. The Finance Minister has said: “The
Budget would take note of all the inputs received from the health sec-
tor to take this forward.”

The Government is also getting ready with some key legislation
like the Personal Data Protection Bill, pending Bills from last year, includ-
ing the DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill, the
Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens (Amendment)
Bill, the Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Bill and the
Dam Safety Bill. 

However, the big question is whether the highly divided
Opposition will be effective in cornering the Government in Parliament?
There is no leader tall enough to unite them, although Congress chief
Sonia Gandhi tries to hold a meeting before the Parliament session
each year. However, the Congress is undergoing a crisis with a sec-
tion of leaders questioning the Gandhi family. The party has bought
time with the promise of an AICC session in early 2021. According
to senior Congress leader Anand Sharma, there will be floor coordi-
nation. There are speculations that the non-BJP, non-Congress Opposition
might unite under Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) chief Sharad Pawar.

Though the BJP is close to getting a majority in the Rajya Sabha,
the strategy is to divide the Opposition to get even controversial leg-
islations passed. That was how the NDA Government managed to get
legislation like the triple talaq, the CAA, repeal of Article 370 in Jammu
and Kashmir, passed. The Opposition should change its strategy of
walkouts, rushing to the Well of the House and so on and instead focus
on participating in debates and raising issues so that the Government
is forced to answer questions. The lawmakers should fulfil their duty
of scrutinising the Budget and keep the Government on its toes. The
way a responsible Opposition would function is to use the Question
Hour, Calling Attention Motions and debate on the President’s address
to hold the Government accountable. On its part, the Government, too,
should take the Opposition into confidence. Sadly for the nation, both
believe in confrontation. With elections to five States on the horizon,
all the parties will play to the gallery. It is a matter of concern that the
country lacks a strong and vigilant Opposition because a vibrant democ-
racy needs one. The Opposition parties should show a united face in
Parliament. When the late Rajiv Gandhi won 403 seats in 1984, the
Opposition with a dozen vocal leaders, highlighted the Bofors Scam
successfully, which led to his ouster. So it is not the numbers that mat-
ter but the strategy to deal with the Government that is important. It
is high time the Opposition stood united and formed a strategy to keep
the Government on its toes. 

(The writer is a senior journalist. 
The views expressed are personal.)

N
early 10 months after the
nationwide lockdown began,
India is now in the process of

reopening its schools, albeit, in a
phased manner, with all COVID pro-
tocols in place. However, most States
that have decided to reopen schools
are only allowing grade 10 and 12 stu-
dents to attend classes. The younger
children are still confined to their
homes and online classes will contin-
ue till it is deemed fit to open all
schools fully, from nursery to grade
12.      

It is a sad fact that many children
from vulnerable communities in
India depend on schools for one

square meal a day. The Mid-Day
Meal (MDM) scheme was the reason
many went to school. The closure of
schools hit underprivileged children
the most, because not only were they
hungry, they did not have a smart-
phone, laptop or internet connection
to continue their education online,
unlike their privileged counterparts.  

According to a study by Oxfam
India, as many as 80 per cent of
Indian students were unable to access
online schooling during the lock-
down and many might not even
return to classrooms when they
eventually reopen for everyone. 

Many of these children were the
first in their family to attend school
and get an education. Their parents
and grandparents never got a chance
to do so because of various socio-eco-
nomic reasons. By cutting off or lim-
iting access to education, the pan-
demic has effectively worsened exist-
ing inequalities and hampered the
economic growth of low-income
families. In a country where over half
the population is below the age of 25,
lack of access to education is a

deterrent which will prevent children
from becoming contributing and
productive members of society.

Government data suggest that
despite having 600 million internet
users, only 20 per cent know how to
leverage the same. If one glances
through the latest National Family
Health Survey (NHFS), over 60 per
cent women in 12 States and Union
Territories have never used the inter-
net, which begs the question: How
will their children study online?
The absence of digital literacy pro-
grammes in the country is a glaring
gap, which came to the forefront once
the schools shut down and education
went online. According to a Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India survey,
Bihar — a State where child traffick-
ing for sex and cheap labour is ram-
pant — has the lowest number of
internet subscribers in the country
with just 32 people in every 100 hav-
ing access to it.

Yes, the lockdown was
announced to curb the spread of a
highly contagious virus. But even as
India began to “unlock” in phases,

schools continued to remain shut.
Earlier, daily wage earners, who
were working in the informal sector,
with no social security went to work
knowing that their children were safe
at school. Now, because of the pan-
demic, their children accompany
them to work sites. They are picking
up the trade. They are struggling like
their parents and their chance to
build a different life is being snatched
away from them. In addition to this,
their parents no longer have steady
jobs. Hence, they are struggling to
make ends meet, are no longer being
paid and are having to resort to bor-
rowing funds from moneylenders,
friends and other family members. 

Several organisations which are
working against child labour have
reported that moneylenders are
charging alarmingly high interest
rates. They also report that several
people are having to borrow money
for their daily needs such as food and
water. A lot of these people are
extremely poor and are suffering
from some form of debt bondage.
They are mostly Dalits, who have

spent the majority of their lives in
servitude and salvery. 

They often borrow money but
are unable to pay the same back and,
therefore, have to “work off ” the
debts. Often this means that their
child is also put to work. Take the
example of 12-year-old Rahul from
Gaya, Bihar, who has been complete-
ly deprived of any learning opportu-
nity in his village since the pandem-
ic began. As a result of the same, he
has fallen into the trap of child traf-
ficking. Before the pandemic began,
his father, under duress, gave consent
to a trafficker, because of which
Rahul was employed in a bangle fac-
tory in Jaipur. He was lucky enough
to have been rescued (in Jaipur)
before being taken to the factory. He
and 29 other minors from the same
district were rescued from a luxury
bus that was engaged in transporting
children all the way from Gaya to
Jaipur. All the 30-odd students were
enrolled in different schools and were
regular with their classes before the
lockdown was imposed. Now they
remain unoccupied, bored and vul-

nerable to predatory traffickers.  
The United Nations’ policy brief

on the impact of COVID-19 on the
world’s education system points to
the fact that the closure of schools
and other learning spaces has impact-
ed up to 99 per cent of students in low
and middle-income countries. It
warns that the effects on child labour
and trafficking could be enormous.
According to the International
Labour Organisation (ILO), 152
million minors worldwide are
involved in child labour, of which 73
million are involved in slavery, bond-
ed labour, dangerous work and sex-
ual exploitation. It is feared that in
poorer countries, many children
will completely lose their connection
to education and will not return to
school at all, as they have to con-
tribute to their family income. They
have started believing that their
family can no longer afford to edu-
cate them and most of the time this
is true. India has the highest number
of child labourers. According to the
Census 2011, there are 10.13 million
child workers. The ILO’s 2016 data

indicates that there are 23.8 million
child labourers in India. Schools and
programmes for children, such as
protection centres or youth clubs, are
also currently failing in their function
as early warning systems. The pan-
demic has effectively hidden from
sight occurrences of domestic vio-
lence in families as well as attempts
by local child traffickers or money-
lenders to recruit children as work-
ers. The focus must now be to
ensure the safety of students and
teachers. All stakeholders must put
in place protocols for reopening of
schools even for the younger chil-
dren. There has to be an extensive
assessment on the learning loss and
a well thought out plan to bridge the
gap and schemes to retain students.
The Government will also have to
arrange for funds required to equip
both schools and students in rural
India to continue their learning
journey.

(The writer is Executive
Director, Center DIRECT, Human

Liberty Network. The views
expressed are personal.)

Reopen schools for younger children soon
By cutting off or limiting access to education, the pandemic has worsened existing inequalities and hampered the economic growth of poor families
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MONEY MATTERS

E
uropean car sales plunged by
nearly a quarter last year as the
pandemic provoked the worst

crisis ever to hit the capital-intensive
industry. New car registrations sank
by 23.7 per cent, or 3 million
vehicles, to 9.9 million units,
according to new figures released
Tuesday by the European Automobile
Manufacturers Association. It said lockdowns and other restrictions
“had an unprecedented impact on car sales across Europe.”  All
major markets recorded double-digit declines, down 32.3 per cent in
Spain, 28 per cent in Italy and 25  per cent in France. Germany
suffered a more contained 19 per cent drop. December sales were
just 3.3 per cent lower than the previous year, but performance
varied drastically between markets. Italy and Spain both had double-
digit dips, Germany gained 10 per cent while Spain was flat.

D
rug firm Alembic
Pharmaceuticals on
Tuesday reported a 24.92

per cent rise in its consolidated
net profit to Rs 292.57 crore
for the December  quarter
mainly on account of robust
sales. The company had
posted a net profit of Rs
234.19 crore for the

corresponding period of the previous financial year, Alembic
Pharmaceuticals said in a regulatory filing. The consolidated revenue
from operations of  the company stood at Rs 1,314.33 crore for the
quarter under consideration. It was Rs 1,209.13 crore for the same
period a year ago, it added."It was another good quarter for the
company led by strong growth in the India formulation business. The
API Business continued to perform well in the current quarter,"
Alembic Pharmaceuticals Managing Director Pranav Amin said.
Shares of Alembic Pharmaceuticals were trading at Rs 1,055.20 per

scrip on the BSE, down 1.39 per cent from its previous close.    

S
tate-run engineering firm Bharat
Heavy Electricals Limited
(BHEL) said it has won Institute

of Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI) National Award 2019-20 for
excellence in financial reporting. The
award was received by Subodh
Gupta, Director (Finance), BHEL
from Arjun Ram Meghwal, Union Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs and Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises. The last time
this recognition was granted to BHEL by ICAI, was in the year 1981-
82. Notably, an independent jury unanimously selected BHEL in the
‘Infrastructure and Construction Sector' category, for the award for
FY 2019-20 after screening at various levels. Conferred by ICAI, this
honour is accorded in recognition of the highest degree of
compliance with accounting standards, statutory guidelines,
regulations and disclosures, manifesting exemplary excellence in
presentation of financial statements.  

BHEL wins national award for
excellence in financial reporting

European car sales suffer worst
plunge ever in pandemic

S
hares of Maruti Suzuki
India on Tuesday gained
more than 2 per cent

after the firm increased the
prices of select models by up
to Rs 34,000 to offset
adverse impact of rising
input costs.The stock
jumped 2.24 per cent to Rs
7,990 on the BSE.  At the

NSE, it gained 2 per cent to Rs 7,990.30.  The country's largest
carmaker Maruti Suzuki India on Monday said it has increased the
prices of select models by up to Rs 34,000 to offset adverse impact
of rising input costs. The company is increasing the prices owing to
an increase in various input costs... The new prices are effective from
January 18, 2021, Maruti Suzuki India said in a regulatory filing. The
price change varies across models and ranges up to Rs 34,000 (ex-
showroom-Delhi), it added.  

Alembic Pharma Q3 net profit
up 25 pc to Rs 293 crore

Maruti shares gain over 2 pc as

co hikes prices of select vehicles

PNS n NEW DELHI

Increasing R&D investment to
expand technology develop-
ment capabilities and leverag-
ing Indian IT industry's
prowess to serve requirements
of Indian and global telecom
players can help in moving
towards Aatmanirbhar Bharat
(self-reliant India), Trai chair-
man PD Vaghela said on
Tuesday.

Speaking at the 15th India
Digital Summit, Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India
(Trai) Chairman PD Vaghela
outlined some of the steps
that can be taken to make
"speedy progress and to make
India self reliant" in the telecom
space. "We need to increase
investment in research and
development (R&D), this is
very important...To be self
reliant in the technology space,
which is critical for economic
and statistical perspective, we
need to transform from con-
sumer to producer of technol-
ogy," he said.

To upgrade and expand
technology development capa-
bilities, investments need to be
made in the complete ecosys-
tem, including research, inno-
vation, standardisation, prod-

uct development, testing and
certification, he added.

This requires a complete
overhaul of the existing prac-
tices and policies and industry-
academia linkages need to be
established, he said. 

"The commercial research
innovations standardisation
and product development need
to be incentivised. Such inno-
vation can also focus on meet-
ing developing countries'
requirement in the most effec-
tive manner and this will open
vast market for such products
for India," he added.

Vaghela said India's IT
industry capability can be
leveraged to build, operate and
maintain software products
that can serve Indian as well as

global telecom industry, at a
reasonable price. 

"We all know that the max-
imum value addition is in the
technology development,
designing of products and ser-
vices over the life cycle.
Keeping in view India's
strength in these areas, global
companies have already start-
ed to establish their R&D cen-
tres in India. India has poten-
tial to be a global leader in tele-
com software development
and servicing space," he added. 

Government and regulators
can play a major role in
encouraging digital innova-
tion and incentivising the
development of digital technol-
ogy for the benefit of society,
he noted. 

Vaghela said there is a need
to push indigenous telecom
products in India amid the
booming growth in mobile
and fixedline broadband as
well as rise of Industry 4.0 and
digital automation.

"India has launched a series
of market reforms in the last
few years that form the foun-
dation for enhancing India's
appeal as a manufacturing
base. With the skill base in
India that includes telecommu-
nication also and the scale of
domestic market and technol-
ogy orientation, India presents
an attractive option for global
manufacturers," he added.

Highlighting the growing
consumption of data, Vaghela
said the role of data centres
attains equal importance
towards becoming self reliant
in the digital space. "...While
India has taken a major leap in
the digital space during the last
six seven years, a lot is required
to be achieved. And we all have
to work together. This is one
area where we can become self
reliant very fast if the govern-
ment, industry and academia
come together and come out
with solutions to the some of
the challenges, which we are
facing," he added.  

PNS n NEW DELHI

Shares of IT firm Mindtree
jumped 6 per cent on
Tuesday after the company
reported a 65.7 per cent rise
in its consolidated net profit
for the December 2020 quar-
ter. The stock gained 5.96 per
cent to Rs 1759.70 on BSE.

On NSE, it jumped 5.79
per cent to Rs 1,760.
Mindtree on Monday report-
ed a 65.7 per cent rise in its
consolidated net profit to Rs
326.5 crore for the December
2020 quarter, and said its deal
pipeline continues to be
healthy and strong.

The Bengaluru-based
company had posted a net
profit of Rs 197 crore in the
year-ago period. Its revenue
grew 3 per cent to Rs 2,023.7
crore in the quarter under
review, from Rs 1,965.3 crore
in the year-ago period.

"We have been working on
improving our operational
parameters since last year. On
a quarter-on-quarter basis,
there has been a progress
made that has helped us in
terms of improving our mar-
gins," Mindtree Chief
Financial Officer Vinit
Teredesai said during an
earnings briefing.

PNS n MUMBAI

Equity benchmark Sensex
soared 834 points on Tuesday,
tracking strong gains in index
majors HDFC twins, ICICI
Bank and Reliance Industries
amid an upbeat trend in glob-
al markets.

The 30-share BSE index
ended 834.02 points or 1.72
per cent higher at 49,398.29.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty surged 239.85 points or
1.68 per cent to 14,521.15.

Bajaj Finserv was the top
gainer in the Sensex pack, ral-
lying around 7 per cent, fol-
lowed by Bajaj Finance, HDFC,
L&T, ICICI Bank, Sun Pharma
and NTPC.

On the other hand, Tech
Mahindra, ITC and M&M
were the laggards.

According to Binod Modi,
Head-Strategy at Reliance
Securities, having seen massive
pullbacks in last two trading
days, domestic equities wit-
nessed sharp rebound mainly
led by strong cues from glob-
al markets.

"Positive statement from
Janet Yellen about possibility of

acting big to support economy
bolstered confidence among
investors globally," he said.

US President-elect Joe
Biden's nominee for treasury
secretary, former Federal
Reserve chair Janet Yellen is
calling on Congress to do
more to fight the recession to
avoid an even worse downturn.

In the testimony prepared
for her confirmation hearing
on Tuesday before the Senate
Finance Committee, Yellen
said more aid is needed to get
coronavirus vaccines distrib-

uted -- key to ending outbreaks
-- to reopen schools and help
families struggling with job
losses stay fed and housed.

Elsewhere in Asia, bourses
in Hong Kong, Seoul and
Tokyo ended with significant
gains, while Shanghai was in
the red.

Stocks exchanges in Europe
were also trading on a positive
note in early deals.

Meanwhile, the global oil
benchmark Brent crude was
trading 1.22 per cent higher at
USD 55.42 per barrel. 

Sensex zooms 834 pts; Nifty
reclaims 14,500 level 

Mindtree
shares climb
6 pc as net
profit jumps

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Indian government has
asked WhatsApp to withdraw
the recent changes in the pri-
vacy policy of the messaging
app, saying unilateral changes
are unfair and unacceptable.

In a strongly worded letter to
WhatsApp CEO Will Cathcart,
the Ministry of Electronics
and Information Technology
said India is home to the
largest user base of WhatsApp
globally and is one the biggest
markets for its services.

The proposed changes to the
WhatsApp Terms of Service
and Privacy Policy, without giv-
ing users an option to opt-out,
"raise grave concerns regarding
the implications for the choice
and autonomy of Indian citi-
zens," it wrote. The ministry
asked WhatsApp to withdraw
the proposed changes and
reconsider its approach to
information privacy, freedom
of choice and data security.

WhatsApp had on January
16 delayed the introduction of
the new privacy policy after
user backlash over sharing of
user data and information with
the parent company, Facebook
Inc. Stating that Indians should
be properly respected, the min-
istry said, "any unilateral
changes to the WhatsApp
Terms of Service and Privacy
would not be fair and accept-

able." With over 400 million
users in India, the changes will
have a disproportionate impact
on the country's citizens, it said.

It asked WhatsApp to pro-
vide details of the services
provided by it in India, cate-
gories of data collected and
permissions and consents
sought.

Also, WhatsApp has been
asked to explain if it conducts

profiling of Indian users on the
basis of their usage, as well as
explain difference between the
privacy policy in India and
other countries.

WhatsApp has also been
asked to provide policy on
data and information security,
privacy and encryption.

It has also been asked to
detail data sharing with other
apps and if it captures informa-
tion about other apps running
on the mobile phones of the
user. Besides, complete techni-
cal architecture and server
hosting data of Indian users
have been asked to be fur-
nished along with details of
access to a third party.

The changes "enable
WhatsApp, and other
Facebook companies, to make
invasive and precise inferences
about users which may not be
reasonably foreseen or expect-
ed by users in the ordinary
course of assessing these ser-
vices, the ministry said.

The updated terms would
enable WhatsApp to collect
"highly invasive and granular
metadata" such as time, fre-
quency and duration of inter-
actions, group names, pay-
ments and transaction data,
online status, location indica-
tors as well as any messages
shared by users with business
accounts. "The collection and
onward sharing with Facebook
companies, of sensitive person-
al data of individuals portends
an ecosystem where any mean-
ingful distinction between
companies and WhatsApp will
cease to exist," it said.

"This approach has the
potential to infringe on core
values of data privacy, user
choice and autonomy of Indian
users," it said.

WhatsApp had earlier this
month begun asking its 2 bil-
lion users worldwide to accept
an update of its privacy policy
if they want to keep using the
popular messaging app.

India asks WhatsApp to drop move for changes in privacy policy 

PNS n BEIJING

Profit at state-owned compa-
nies that dominate China's
banking, oil and most other
industries rose by as much as
25% last year as the country
recovered from the coron-
avirus pandemic, the govern-
ment said on Tuesday.

Total revenue for national-
level companies rose 2.2% over
2019 to 30.3 trillion yuan ($4.7
trillion), according to Peng
Huagang, secretary general of
the State-Owned Assets
Supervision and
Administration Commission. 

Speaking at a news confer-
ence, Peng said profit rose
2.1% to 1.4 trillion yuan ($215
billion).

The ruling Communist
Party has built up such
“national champions” over the
past two decades, but their
monopolies and multibillion-
dollar subsidies prompt com-
plaints by the public that they
are a waste of money and
gouge consumers with high
prices.

Peng's agency oversees 97
companies directly under the
Cabinet including PetroChina
Ltd, Asia's biggest oil produc-

er; China Mobile Ltd, the
world's biggest phone carrier
by number of subscribers, and
Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China Ltd, the world's
biggest bank by assets.

SASAC companies also
dominate air travel, insurance,
securities, shipping, internet
access, power generation, con-
struction, nuclear power tech-
nology and coal and steel pro-
duction.

Chinese industries benefit-
ed from the economy's rela-
tively early reopening starting
in March after the ruling party
declared victory over the virus
that emerged in the central city

of Wuhan in late 2019.
Total economic activity

rose 2.3% in 2020, possibly
making China the only major
economy to grow while the
United States, Europe and
Japan struggled with rising
infections. Growth accelerat-
ed to a two-year high of 6.5%
over a year earlier in the
three months ending in
December.  Profit  at  24
national-level state companies
rose by more than 25% over
2019 and two had profit of
more than 100 billion yuan
($15.4 billion), Peng said,
without identifying them or
giving other details.

Profit at Chinese state industry
rises with virus recovery

PNS n NEW DELHI

Amazon on Tuesday said it has
partnered with Startup India,
Sequoia Capital India and
Fireside Ventures to launch an
accelerator programme to help
early-stage startups take their
brands to global audiences.

The Amazon Global Selling
Propel (AGSP) programme
has been designed to support
early stage startups (raised
funding in post seed to pre-
series A stage, if funded) in the
consumer products space to
launch in international mar-
kets and create global brands
from India through Amazon's
Global Selling programme.

As part of the Startup
Accelerator, Amazon has con-
stituted a mentorship board

consisting of Amazon leaders
from India and across the
world, VCs and senior leaders
from Startup India.

The application process will
be open for about three weeks,
following which 10 startups
would be chosen for the accel-
erator.

The programme will feature
a six-week 1:1 mentorship
module for the shortlisted par-
ticipants where they will get to

interact with Amazon leaders
from India and worldwide and
get firsthand knowledge on
building and scaling up
exports business through e-
commerce, Abhijit Kamra,
Director - Global Trade at
Amazon India, said.

Amazon will provide the
support for these startups to
launch their products world-
wide through its exports pro-
gramme Amazon Global
Selling, he added.

These startups will then get
an opportunity to showcase
their business proposition to
partner VC firms Sequoia
Capital India and Fireside
Ventures and three of them
will get a chance to win a total
equity free grant of USD
50,000 from Amazon.

Amazon partners with Startup India,
others to boost e-commerce exports

PNS n NEW DELHI

Homegrown auto major Tata
Motors on Tuesday said it has
received 98 patents last year
under its accelerated drive for
engineering excellence and
innovation.

These patents predomi-
nantly relate to the megatrend
of CESS automobiles, the
company said in a statement.

The patents also encom-
pass an eclectic mix of
improvements in automo-
tive electronics, noise vibra-
tion and harshness, conven-
tional and advanced power-
train systems, and crash safe-
ty under various categories of
industrial designs, copyrights
and notarisations, the state-
ment added. The company
"accelerated its drive for engi-
neering excellence and inno-
vation in 2020 by filing 80
and receiving 98 patents in
2020", it said. "At Tata
Motors, we have a rich histo-
ry of introducing innova-
tions that develop to become
industry benchmarks," Tata
Motors Chief said.

Tata Motors
receives 98
patents in 2020

PNS n NEW DELHI

Global property consultant
JLL on Tuesday said its India
CEO and Country Head
Ramesh Nair has quit the
company and announced the
appointment of Radha Dhir as
the new CEO.

"India CEO Ramesh Nair is
leaving JLL to pursue oppor-
tunities outside the firm. He
is succeeded by Radha Dhir,
an experienced financial ser-
vices executive, who has held
senior leadership positions
in Deutsche Bank India and
Yes Bank," JLL said in a state-
ment. Dhir was previously
Group President at Yes Bank,
where she was Head of
Multinational Corporate
Banking. Prior to that, she
was Managing Director, Head
of Global Subsidiary
Coverage Group, Deutsche
Bank India, and a member of
the Deutsche Bank India
Executive Committee.

Nair, who joined JLL as an
analyst in 1999, became CEO
of the India business in 2017.

Anthony Couse, CEO, JLL
Asia Pacific, said: "Ramesh
Nair has been a great asset to
JLL in his two decades with
the firm."

Welcoming Dhir as the
new CEO, Couse said: "I am
confident that by bringing in
a leader from outside of real
estate, whose skills and exper-
tise complement those of our
existing management team,
we will be able to take the
business to the next level."

Dhir will join JLL on
January 25. She will be a
member of the Asia Pacific
Executive Board, and will
chair the India Leadership
Council.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Gold gained Rs 198 to Rs
48,480 per 10 gram in the
national capital on
Tuesday following a
rally in international
precious metal prices,
according to HDFC
Securities.

In the previous trade,
it had closed at Rs 48,282

per 10 gram. Silver also
marched higher by Rs 1,008 to
Rs 65,340 per kilogram from

Rs 64,332 per kilogram
in the last trade.

In the interna-
tional market, both
gold and silver were
quoting gains at

USD 1,843 per
ounce and USD 25.28

per ounce, respectively.  

PNS n NEW DELHI

Local commerce platform
Dunzo on Tuesday said it has
raised a fresh round of USD
40 million (about Rs 292.7
crore) in capital from a clutch
of investors including Google
and Lightbox, among others.

The funding round saw
participation from new and
existing investors, including
Google, Lightbox, Evolvence,
Hana Financial Investment,
LGT Lightstone Aspada, and
Alteria, among others, a state-
ment said.

"This capital stems from a
year of robust growth amidst
the pandemic. In the coming
year, the local commerce
platform will focus on
deploying its playbook for
sustainable growth across its
fastest-growing cities such
as Mumbai, Chennai and
Pune," it added.

With a gross merchandise
value (GMV) growth of 2X
over the past year, Dunzo is
now about USD 100 million
annualised GMV business,
the statement said.

Dunzo raises
USD 40 mn in
funding from
Google, others

Gold gains Rs 198;
silver jumps by Rs 1K

JLL India CEO, Country
Head Ramesh Nair quits

Need to leverage Indian IT
industry’s prowess: Trai



Alekhya
Harika 

The format of
every other video

content creation is dif-
ferent from that of

movies. The rigid sched-
ules, the busy sets and the
bustle of the crew can be
intimidating for those not
familiar with them. 

This bubbly Telugu
sweetheart of the masses,

better
known as

Dethadi Harika,
was seen in the

Tamil remake of
Sandeep Reddy Vanga’s

Arjun Reddy. She plays
the role of a nurse in this
movie, and says she loved
the experience. “I had a
friend recommend me to
the co-director of Arjun
Reddy, who directed the
Tamil version. They were
looking for Telugu
actresses for a natural
look. They thought I was
the right fit, and I got the
project,” she said. “The
experience was amazing,
everyone was so profes-
sional! They didn’t even
waste a single second dur-
ing the shoots, and they
were so kind to everyone,”

she adds. Harika says she
learnt a lot from her expe-
rience there. She adds, “I
learnt to be punctual and
how to work better. I
would definitely love to
act in many more movies,
in Telugu, Tamil and
Malayalam.”

Sejal
Kumar 

One of
India’s top

YouTubers, Sejal
Kumar has made a

name for herself for her
vlogs and lifestyle videos.
In 2018, she starred in
Engineering Girls, a web-
series in which she shares
the screen with Krithika
Avasti and Barkha Singh.

She says it
was a very

interesting
experience for her

to be a part of a full-
fledged production.

“I’ve always produced my
own content and being
directed by someone else
was a great learning expe-
rience. I was really hon-
oured to be a part of a
Timeliners production. It
was great working with
Barkha and Krithika, they
have more acting experi-
ence than me and we got
along very well, they
helped me figure out a lot
of things.”

The  27-year-old con-
tent creator says that she
is on the lookout for big
productions. “YouTube is

my first priority, but I’m
always on the lookout for
interesting projects that
suit me. I’d love to do
more such projects!”

The man
behind the Chicago

Subbarao persona
Udbhav Raghunandan,
does not attempt to
draw a line between
content creation and
filmmaking. He makes
a distinction between
them, but believes at
their core, they share
the same goal. “For me,
at a basic level, it’s all
different forms of sto-
rytelling. Through my
YouTube channel, I
tried to tell stories
woven around my
experiences.” The main
differences he notices
from his entry into
films is the conve-
nience of being able to
focus on just acting,
without the pressure to
write scripts and get
editing done as he
would for YouTube.  

There might be simi-
larities that overshadow
how different both

forms of media are, but
when it comes down to
it, big productions are a
completely different
ballgame from
YouTube creations.
“For movies and web
series, we narrate sto-
ries at a bigger level for
a longer time. It boils
down to the writing. To
grab viewers attention,
there has to be com-
pelling writing. In
YouTube, I tried con-
necting with my audi-
ence in a much shorter
span of time. When
they relate to it, it
becomes shareable con-
tent that will reach
more people.”

When asked what he
would choose between
YouTube and movies,
he said “YouTube was a
stepping stone for me
to get into movies. I
never wanted to be a
YouTube content cre-
ator, but it just hap-
pened.”

Though his dream
was always to be in the
movies, he does not
undermine YouTube’s
power as a platform.
“Whichever medium,
content should be the
priority. There should
be effort behind it, and
subscribers or the audi-
ence should not be
taken for granted.”

SHREYA SRIKONDA

ur very own
YouTube talents are
all set to show off
their talent on the
big screens. In the

south, not many talented
artists could make it to the
big leagues without proper
connections. One way to
pass by these barriers is
through YouTube! Many
popular YouTube sensations
are now foraying into
movies in a seamless
transition. The best part is
that they are familiar faces
to the audience, most of
which have been acquainted
with the YouTuber creator
family from the early stages.
The mid 2000s saw YouTube
content boom that came
with the platform being
easily accessible and a
great place to show off
all kinds of talent.
Making full use of
this
opportunity,
talented

youngsters started making
content about relatable
things in their daily life that
could reach other young
people. From “Don’t you
hate it when…” to “Ten
things I like about...”, almost
every relatable topic has
been covered by YouTubers.
From the popularity that
they got from the initial
boom, YouTubers became
local celebs, inspiring many
others to join the ranks.
The content creator
family grows every
year with more
innovative ideas,
bigger
production
value
and

more tailored scripts. So it’s
not a shocker that the
next thing on many of
these YouTubers’
lists is movies! 

Follow us on

@TheDailyPioneer

facebook.com/
dailypioneer
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Ravi 

Ravi Teja is another young
YouTube content creator who’s
made his recent foray into movies
with Kiran Abbavaram’s Sebastian
P.C 524.  He says that in YouTube,
the crew is smaller, there’s no
time restriction, and you’re fully
aware of how the script is. In big-
ger productions, two minutes of
content can take up a whole day.
Speaking on what got him started
on his journey, he says “YouTube
was a way to gauge the Telugu
audience’s response to us as con-
tent creators. We experimented
with genres and styles to see what
worked best, while making a
name for ourselves in the com-
munity. Movies make me really
happy, though.”

Ravi makes a choice based on
his comfort with his audience. He
says that if he had to choose
between movies and YouTube,
he’d pick the latter! “I’d choose
YouTube, it’s easier to communi-
cate with the audience and to
understand what they expect of
us, and they’ll tell you if they
don’t like the content. So I like
that open communication that
only YouTube can provide.” He
hopes to do more movies and has
a lot of exciting projects lined up!

Sri Vidya
Maharshi

The actress who
rose to fame with
witty, relatable content
on ChaiBisket’s
GirlFormula says that
it was a very organic
process for her along
with other YouTubers.
“Having a bunch of
videos online can eas-
ily help as a portfolio,
secondly you have
your own dedicated
viewership who will
come to a movie
because they want to
watch you.” On a
practical level, she
says, her YouTube
career helped her

understand a lot more
things about movie-
making than a new-
comer would have.
When asked about
how she adapts to the
difference in responsi-
bility, budget and
timeline, she says, “I

think it depends on
how much you believe
in the role, I’ve had to
let go of a little bit of
my inhibitions to real-
ly get into the charac-
ter someone else has
written for me.” She’s
working on a web-
series for now, taking
it slow and figuring
out how the film
industry works, as she
says she’s only worked
with friends so far.
“I’m not very medi-
um-specific, I’m fine
with whatever plat-
form, as long as there’s
scope for me to pre-
sent myself in the best
way possible,” she
says.

Harsha Chemudu

Known by the
moniker Viva Harsha,
this actor/comedian is
one of the best known
Telugu internet person-
alities. He speaks in
detail about how
Youtube has reached
content saturation.
Harsha shot to fame for
his role in the 2013
Viva video by Sabarish
Kandregula which
would be fresh in your
memory if you’re above
ten years old. 

The video was just
the right mix of funny,
relatable and clever, so
in the initial boom of
YouTube, fresh Telugu

content was received
very well. 

The YouTube star
says that his goal was to
be an actor right from
the beginning. “We had
a lot of scripts ready,
we don’t know why we
chose to do Viva or

why it took off the way
it did.” He explains how
the huge increase in the
amount of content out
on YouTube is leading
to lesser quality. 

His advice to those
planning to explore
content creation: “Don’t
plan to make a viral
video, it can’t be pre-
dicted. If the content is
good, then it will make
its way around, it’s like
magic, it just happens.” 

The YouTuber has
gone on to play pivotal
roles in several films
including Colour Photo,
Bhanumathi &
Ramakrishna and also
has a talk show to his
credit. 

ccording to Grand
View Research’s
Market Analysis
Report of
Industrial Hemp
2020-2027, the

global industrial hemp mar-
ket size is expected to regis-
ter a revenue-based CAGR
of 15.8 per cent over the
forecast period, a sharp rise
from USD 4.71 billion in
2019.

The expanding market of
industrial hemp is driven by
the growing demand for
hemp oil and fibres in food
and beverage, automotive,
construction, textile indus-
tries and personal care.
Additionally, low prices of
crop encourage farmers to
diversify their crop options,

subsequently, increasing the
number of producers.
Further, increasing aware-
ness regarding the dietary
advantages of its oil, coupled
with the growing demand
from the personal care and
cosmetics industries is
expected to drive the market
growth.

Unlike popular belief,
hemp does not have psy-
chotropic effects on the
human body. In fact, its seed
has many healthy benefits
and is actually 33 per cent
protein. The small, brown
seeds are rich in fibre, pro-
tein, and healthful fatty
acids, including omega-6
and omega-3s. Their antioxi-
dant properties may reduce
symptoms of numerous ail-
ments in addition to
improving the health of the

heart. The nutritional power
and hardiness of hemp seed
could significantly address
the global protein needs and
starvation problems.

Raw hemp seeds are one
of the richest sources of
complete protein as it is
packed with 33-37 per cent
pure digestible protein. Only
algae such as marine phyto-
plankton, AFA blue-green
algae and spirulina exceed
hemp in protein.
Additionally, 47 per cent of a
hemp seed is composed of
good fats, a vital composi-
tion of omega-3 and omega-
6. Here are a few benefits of
hemp seeds:

May control the risk of
heart disease

Hemp seeds contain good
amounts of the amino acid
arginine, which produces

nitric oxide in the body. It is
a gas molecule that makes
blood vessels relax and
dilate, which leads to con-
trolled blood pressure and a
reduced risk of heart disease.
According to Pub Med,
increased arginine intake
coupled with decreased lev-
els of C-reactive protein
(CRP) and high levels of
CRP is linked to heart dis-
ease in the majority of peo-
ple.

Helpful in skin disorders
A balance of omega-6 and

omega-3 fatty acids in the
human body are significant
to the immune system and
hemp seeds are a good
source of these fatty acids
with about a 3:1 ratio of
omega-6 to omega-3. Hemp
seed oil relieves people from
dry skin, itchiness, inflam-
mation and thus, reduces the
need for skin medication.

A source of plant based
protein

Plants often lack the
amino acid lysine which is
why complete protein
sources are rare in the plant
kingdom. Hemp seeds are
considered a complete pro-
tein source as they provide
all the essential amino acids
and contain high levels of
arginine and glutamic acid.

Helps control stress and
anxiety

Cannabidiol or CBD is
considered a cannabinoid
which is leaf extract of the
cannabis plant. CBD is
known to have benefits on
stress, seizure disorders,
anxiety and pain relief. 
(The writer is the co-founder
and CEO of Hemp Horizon)

Healthy side of hemp
Unlike
popular
belief, hemp
does not have
psychotropic
effects. In
fact, its seed
has many
healthy
benefits, says
ROHIT
SHAH

Udbhav
Raghunandan

aving wrapped
up the first
schedule of the
upcoming
thriller-drama
Mayday, Asia’s

numero uno YouTuber
and avid rapper,
CarryMinati aka Ajey
Nagar released his 6th rap
single titled Vardaan
across all major streaming
platforms. The inspira-
tional track dishes out life
lessons for young
teenagers embarking on
their grown-up journey.
Ajay is seen touching
upon a plethora of emo-
tions that an average
teenager experiences
whilst transitioning from
the adolescent to the
adulting stage, right from
seeking validation from
family and peers about
their choices to sacrificing
dreams and passions due
to lack of access to the
right kind of education
and guidance. With this
track, he assumes the
name of a true modern-
age motivational coach
encouraging his legion of
fans to fervently pursue
their calling and take
inspiration from his per-
sonal life story.
CarryMinati states, “2020
got me thinking about a

lot of things, including my
early teenage years and
how I climbed the ladder
of success despite all the
odds and the backlash.
Last year was quite dis-
heartening in a lot of
ways, so I thought I would
kick start 2021 on a more
encouraging note by giv-
ing out a strong positive
message. This track is a
dedication to all the young
minds out there to not pay
heed to the opinions of
those who don’t matter.
This is my story of the tri-
als and tribulations I faced
on the journey of pursuing
my passion and I hope my
humble effort will inspire
the youth in some way.”
CarryMinati started mak-
ing videos on YouTube
when he was 10. At 21, he
has over 28 million sub-
scribers on YouTube
which is among the high-
est in South Asia. In 2019,
he was the only Indian to
be listed in the Time
Magazine’s ‘Top 10 Next
Generation Leaders’ and
only Indian to collaborate
with and interview Tom
Cruise and Henry Cavill
to help promote their film
Mission: Impossible-
Fallout.

The music for the single
was composed by

CarryMinati’s older 
brother Yash Nagar a.k.a.
Wily Frenzy. He says,
“2020 was like a doom
year that ruffled quite a
few feathers. For Carry
and me personally, when
the YouTube vs TikTok
row happened, it was such
an emotional moment but
then we didn’t take defeat
and created Yalgaar as a
retort. We decided that
this year, it will be no dif-

ferent and we will not shy
away from being our most
authentic selves and fuel
the spirit of those who
seek some motivation to
go the unconventional way
with our track Vardaan. I
hope this track inspires
listeners to heal and get
back on track with their
lives, as in the end, it’s all
about rising above the
storm like a warrior
phoenix!” 

CarryMinati drops new
rap single Vardaan
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ARCHIE
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SUDOKU

REALITY CHECK SPEED BUMP CROSSWORD

GINGER MEGGS

NANCY

l Each row and column can
contain each number (1 to 9)
exactly once.

l The sum of all numbers in
any row or column must
equal 45.
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DESIRE RIGHT 

C
elebrated fashion label Desire, known for its outstanding awe-inspiring ensembles, showcased its
highly-anticipated, exotic and alluring collection at Hotel Taj Krishna. Guests at the launch browsed
through the enchanting products to revamp their wardrobe this 2021. 

FASHION GALA

A
ctresses Prachi Thaker, Jenny Honey, along with a few models, graced the curtainraiser of Life Style
Exhibition. The grand fashion showcase had products made of finesse and luxury. 

T
elugu Bigg Boss season 3 winner Rahul Sipligunj founded men's clothing line called ‘Ooko Kaka’ with Srikanth
Kondapi. ‘Ooko Kaaka’, a phrase widely used in the Telangana region, means “stop talking, dude.” The first store
was inaugurated in Karimnagar district and another showroom in Hyderabad’s Filmnagar will open soon. Other

Telugu Bigg Boss stars, including Sohel, Ali Reza, Noel, Ashu Reddy, Shiva Jyothi, Himaja, Roshini, Mehaboob and Roll
Rida, were present at the launch. Rahul and Srikanth plan to open 65 stores all over India by next year, with 25 of them
in Andhra and Telangana alone. “Ooko Kaka is a friendly word and so is our brand and pricing,” the duo said. 

‘REALTY’ CHECK

I
n a first-of-its-kind exposition on real estate industry organised by Realty
Connex, prominent professionals, including C Prabhakar Rao, President,

Telangana Builders Federation, and Abhishek Chanda, Director, Vasavi
Constructions, discussed how the industry fared during the pandemic and

its projection for 2021 and beyond, at HICC - Novotel, Hyderabad. 

OOKO KAKA

STORE LAUNCH
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ctor Varun Tej’s
next with debu-
tant director
Kiran Korrapati,
where he plays a
boxer, has been

titled Ghani — after his
character’s name in the
film. Varun’s cousin Ram
Charan unveiled the first
look and title by taking to
his social media pages on
Tuesday. “Very nice and
packs a punch !! Happy
Birthday @IamVarunTej!!
All the best team,” Charan
wrote. Flaunting a chiselled
athletic figure, Varun is
seen punching a boxing
bag with concentration at
the extreme end of the
motion poster.

A joint production ven-
ture between Allu
Venkatesh and Sidhu
Mudda, the title is a sports
drama with commercial
bells and whistles. The sup-
porting cast is stacked up
with the likes of Jagapathi
Babu, Suniel Shetty,
Upendra, Nadiya and
Naveen Chandra while
Dabangg 3 girl Saiee
Manjrekar is making her
Telugu debut with the pro-
ject.  Having resumed last
November after the
COVID-19 induced break,
Kiran has shot the project
for 10 days and is now

gearing up for a lengthy
schedule (before the pan-
demic struck, Kiran shot
for 16 days in
Visakhapatnam, where the
story is set). 

“The next schedule starts
from February 15 and will
go on till April 25, witness-
ing close to 85 percent of
the film being wrapped up.
Hyderabad and its sur-
rounding areas will host
this leg of filming. Kiran
wanted to commence the
fresh schedule this month
but with Varun testing pos-
itive last month, he post-
poned the schedule. The
actor, in the meanwhile,
has started shooting for
Anil Ravipudi’s F3,” a
source close to the unit tells
us.

The source adds that the
remaining portions of the
film will be filmed in NCR
region and north eastern
India towards the end of
May in a schedule of 15
days, calling it a wrap for
talkie portions.  

“The makers, however,
are yet to decide on where
to film a couple of songs.”
The film will storm into the
cinema halls this July. “It is
mounted on a lavish scale
and is Varun’s biggest bud-
geted till date,” the source
ends.

Varun 
is boxer 

Ghani
After being shot for 25 days so far,
Varun Tej's next with debutant
director Kiran Korrapati is going into
a non-stop mode, with the fresh
schedule set to go on for a couple
of months in Hyderabad from
February 15, finds NAGARAJ GOUD

irector Gopichand
Malineni is smil-
ing. His film,
Krack, released
amid other films
like Master, Red

and Alludu Adhurs emerged
as the Sankranthi winner.
The box-office share is steady
despite the 50 percent occu-
pancy rule and COVID-19
concern. But a day before the
release — on January 8th —
things were far from rosy as
he understood that the film
will not have a smooth
release the next day as pro-
ducer Tagore Madhu’s finan-
cial issues with some distrib-
utors meant that the release
had to be held back until the
second show. While Malineni
doesn’t want to delve into
what exactly transpired, he
wants no director to go
through the pain he endured.
“NV Prasad, Vamsi (of
Sithara Entertainments) and
Damodar Prasad stood by
me during this 24-hour win-
dow, offering me a great deal

of support,’ he recalls.
Malineni also remembers

that he was under tremen-
dous pressure to sell the film
to OTT platforms from last
March to October last year. “I
always believed that Krack
was ideal for the big screen as
it's filled with mass elements.
It is the reason why at one
point I even tweeted that
‘Krack in theatres only’. The
film is the biggest hit of Ravi
Teja’s career while running
only to 50 percent occupan-
cy,” he beams.

He points out that the likes
of VV Vinayak, Trivikram,
Harish Shankar, Boyapati
Sreenu, Vamshi Paidipally,
Surender Reddy and Anil
Ravipudi rang him to appre-
ciate the film post the release.
“Even megastar Chiranjeevi
garu phoned me and spoke
well about the film. He added
that my son looks like a dead
ringer to me,” Malineni lets
out a smile. The director’s
son played the role of Ravi
Teja and Shruti Haasan’s son
in the film.

He assures that
Krack 2 will be made
definitely but his
next commitment
is for Mythri
Movie Makers.  Is
it true that
Balakrishna will
spearhead it?
“I’ve penned a
story in the
lockdown and
it is on a level
higher to that
of Krack. As far
as the casting
goes, I will give
the details
probably after
a week or 10
days,” he
shares,
adding that
there are
multiple
Hindi per-
sonalities who are interested
in the remake of Krack. Will
he direct it as well? “It
depends on who I get as an
actor and which production

house is attached to it. Actors
like Akshay Kumar, Ajay
Devgn and Ranveer Singh fit
the lead part.”                   

—NG

WITH KRACK PERFORMING WELL AT THE
TURNSTILE, DIRECTOR GOPICHAND MALINENI
IS BACK ON THE SUCCESS TRACK. WHILE
ASSURING THAT KRACK 2 IS DEFINITELY ON
THE CARDS, HE INSISTS THAT HIS NEXT WILL
BE PRODUCED BY MYTHRI MOVIE MAKERS. HE
MIGHT ALSO HELM THE HINDI REMAKE OF
KRACK IF HE GETS A RIGHT TEAM.

The on-sets work on
Adipurush, starring
Prabhas and Saif Ali
Khan, commenced with
motion capture technol-
ogy in a studio setup in

Mumbai on Tuesday. 
With the film involving a lot of
VFX shots, director Om Raut, it is
believed, is conducting a test shoot
before he launches the film in
Mumbai on February 2. Most
Hollywood tentpole movies are
shot using motion capture technol-
ogy.  

Commenting on the latest devel-
opment, Bhushan Kumar, who is
jointly producing the film along

with Krishan Kumar, Om Raut,
Prasad Sutar and Rajesh Nair, said
in an official statement, “At T-
Series, we have always encouraged
new ideas and concepts and this
coupled with cutting edge technol-
ogy, paves the way for the future of
filmmaking. Om and his team are
creating an entire world of
Adipurush with the latest technol-
ogy, commonly used in interna-
tional cinema but will be explored
in Indian filmmaking for the first
time. We are proud to bring to our
audiences — Adipurush.”

Speaking about the project, Raut
had said last year, “It is the story of
Prabhu Ram. It’s one aspect of the

epic saga; it’s my screen adaptation
of the epic. There are too many
preparations underway.
Fortunately, the research is already
in place. From a historical point of
view, the notes are already there.
But when you do a screen adapta-
tion, there’s a lot of research from
authenticity, technology points of
view. A lot of storyboards are hap-
pening, asset creation, designing
the characters as we speak.”

The likes of Kriti Sanon and
Keerthy Suresh are rumoured to be
in the race to bag Sita’s role. 

To be filmed in Hindi and
Telugu, the project has been sched-
uled to release on August 11, 2022. 

ctor-politician
Kamal Haasan
on Monday
underwent a leg
surgery at a
Chennai hospital

and is doing well, his
daughters Shruti Haasan
and Akshara Haasan said
in a statement on Tuesday.

The Makkal Needhi
Maiam chief had on
Sunday said he would be
undergoing a follow-up
surgery on his leg.

Shruti and Akshara took
to Twitter on Tuesday to
update followers on the
veteran actor’s health fol-
lowing the surgery, which
they said was a success.

“We would like to begin
by thanking you for your
overwhelming support,
prayers, and genuine con-
cern regarding our father’s
recent medical procedure.
We are happy to inform all
of you that the surgery was
a success!” the statement
read. The surgery was per-

formed at Sri Ramchandra
Hospital in Chennai.

Shruti and Akshara said
the doctors, attendees and
the hospital management
are taking good care of
their father.

“He is in good spirits
and working towards
speedy recovery. He will
return home in four to five
days. After a few days of
rest and recuperating from
the surgery, he shall be
ready to interact with peo-
ple as always.”

The Haasan sisters
expressed gratitude to
people for the love and
blessings showered on
their father.

“We are grateful that
your good energy will be a
big part of your speedy
recovery,” the statement
concluded.

On the films front,
Kamal’s next releases
include Indian 2 with
Shankar and Vikram with
Lokesh Kanagaraj.

Kamal undergoes leg
surgery; will be

discharged in 4-5 days

Adipurush motion capture begins

t looks like the
filming of SS
Rajamouli’s much-
anticipated RRR
has reached the
fag end, as the

maker on Tuesday
announced that the climax
portion shoot has begun.
“The CLIMAX shoot has
begun! My Ramaraju and
Bheem come together to
accomplish what they
desired to achieve...
#RRRMovie #RRR (sic),” the
director posted on Twitter.

His lead actors — Jr NTR

and Ram Charan — used the
terms “super excited” and
“highly charged” to describe
shooting for the sequence,
whose filming is going on at
a specially erected massive
set in Hyderabad. According
to a source, Rajamouli has
hired a stuntman Solomon
Raju to design the whole
sequence with emotional
tones. Raju trained the fight-
ers for more than 100 days
so that Rajamouli will not
lose time on the sets. The
rehearsals of Raju with his
team have been recorded and

Rajamouli picked the best
sequences to incorporate
into the film, the source
adds.Set in 1920s pre-inde-
pendent India, RRR, a pro-
duction venture of DVV
Danayya, revolves around
the fictional exploits of two
real freedom fighters
Komaram Bheem (played by
NTR) and Alluri Seetharama
Raju (Charan). The likes of
Ajay Devgn, Olivia Morris, P
Samuthirakani and Irish
actors Alison Doody and
Ray Stevenson are essaying
significant roles. 
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Was under tremendous pressure to send
Krack directly to OTT last year: Malineni
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A
n amalgamation of fascinating life
stories that scripted one of the most
memorable moments in the histo-

ry of Indian cricket.
The men who humbled Australia in

their own backyard, defying odds and
naysayers, are not the ones staring from
the billboards in manic metro cities but
shy, quiet and unassuming characters from
the suburbs and the hinterlands.

These are strong character artists of
an author-backed film rather than mega
stars with bulging biceps of 200-crore pot-
boilers.

Pioneer Sport presents back stories of
the magnificent bunch which gave Indian
cricket ‘a win to remember’ for ages to
come.

RISHABH PANT
Rourkee has always been known for

its finest engineering college, now an IIT

but this is also the hometown of Rishabh
Pant, son of school owner parents. There
was a time that on occasions a young Pant,
accompanied by his mother would reach

Delhi in wee hours of morning
on weekends to attend training
at the famed Sonnet Club and
before the crack of dawn rest at
the Gurdwara before heading to
the ground. He played an IPL game
days after his father Rajendra’s
sudden demise.

M O H A M M E D
SIRAJ

Son of an auto-rickshaw
driver from Hyderabad’s
Lancer. He lost his father
during the tour but
decided to stay for the
team and miss the
last rites. He got a
maiden five for in
his debut series
and was all
choked up while
dedicating the feat
to the memory of his father.
The youngster handled racist
abuse from Australian fans
with the same resolve.

NAVDEEP SAINI

Son of a bus driver from Karnal, he
used to play tennis ball matches for

`1000. Delhi first-class player Sumit
Narwal brought him for the Ranji

Trophy nets where then captain
Gautam Gambhir picked him
for tournament-proper. It was
met with stiff resistance from
none other than Bishan Singh
Bedi who protested that a play-
er outside Delhi domicile was
being picked. This led to
Gambhir putting his foot down

and he never misses an opportu-
nity to remind the detractors
what Saini seemed capable of
even at that time.

SHUBMAN GILL
The heir apparent of Virat

Kohli was born in a Punjab vil-
lage called Fazilka to an afflu-
ent farmer family. His grand-
father had prepared a pitch in
the farming field for his dear-
est grandson before his
father decided to shift to

Mohali so that his son’s crick-
eting ambitions got wings. He

was a member of the India U-19 World
Cup team. Recently, on his Instagram

account, he had voiced his support for
ongoing farmers’ protest.

CHETESHWAR PUJARA
The man from Rajkot is not very

expressive but has dealt with adversity
because of a strong mental make-up
largely due to his coach and father Arvind
Pujara. He lost his mother while playing
junior cricket but never wavered from his
goal despite the tragedy. Those hits on the
body and knuckles in Brisbane on Tuesday
will be the medals he would like to wear

all his life.

SHARDUL THAKUR
He comes from Palghar and as a 13-

year-old had hit six sixes for his school
Vivekananda International Borivali in a
Harris Shield Match. Who is the most cel-
ebrated alumni of Vivekananda
International? India’s white ball legend
Rohit Sharma. Both Shardul and Rohit
have had the same childhood coach —
Dinesh Lad, whose son Siddhesh also
plays for Mumbai.

WASHINGTON SUNDAR
The name Washington was his

father’s tribute to his own mentor PD
Washington, who had funded his stud-
ies and kits when he was young and faced
financial hardships. A month after PD
Washington’s death, his own son was
born and he named him Washington
Sundar.

He was a opening batsman back in
2016 during U-19 days. But his talent as
an off-break bowler came to fore when
Rahul Dravid and Paras Mhambrey told
him to focus on his bowling in order to
make the next grade. But batting remains
his first love and India now has a ready
replacement of Ravichandran Ashwin as
and when required.

T NATARAJAN
From the remote vil lage of

Chinnappampatti in Tamil Nadu, the son
of a daily wage labourer at one point in
time couldn’t buy bowling spikes. And
then IPL riches came along but he never
forgot his roots.

He has built a cricket academy in his
native place and helps talented but needy
cricketers. His child was born during the
IPL but he will now get to see him for the
first time in next few days and live to tell
a tale.

AJINKYA RAHANE (CAPTAIN)
The everyday man on that Mumbai

local train travelling from Mulund to
Azad and Cross Maidan. Rahane is
someone who had a black belt in karate
as a teenager, and honed his skills under
former India batsman Praveen Amre.

Did you know that Rahane’s first ever
first-class match was in Pakistan and not
India? It was in Karachi where Quaid-e-
Azam champions Karachi Urbans met
Ranji Trophy champions Mumbai. 

With inputs from PTI

PTI n BRISBANE

T
hey say heroes are ordinary peo-
ple doing extraordinary stuff. If
one wanted to see a Live demon-
stration of it, Gabba was the place
to be where Australia’s cricketing

pride and invincibility was torn to shreds
by a bunch of Indian rookies who didn’t
seem to care for either history or reputa-
tions.

A target of 328 lay in front of them and
with all the broken bones and bruised bod-
ies in the dressing room, it would have been
perfectly understandable to chase a draw to
retain that coveted Border-Gavaskar trophy.

But they wanted more and that’s pre-
cisely what they walked away with.

So what if their regular captain was on
paternity leave? So what if their pace
spearhead and premier all-rounder were out
injured? So what if the crowd in Sydney had
caused some mental scars with their racist
chants?

So what? Asked a lot which had seen
adversity of a more intense kind in their per-
sonal lives. They knew all about it and on
the field, they showed how to stand up to
it.

On Tuesday, a minefield of talent
called Rishabh Pant (89 not out off 138
balls) channelled his inner Mad Max to
scare the daylights out of the Australians
with his breathtaking strokeplay. He could-
n’t care less for the history that the home
team had not lost at ‘Fortress Gabba’ in the
past 32 years.

He was out to change it.
Coach Ravi Shastri knew how momen-

tous it was. He would know, he was part of
the ride and he made no bones about it.

“It is the toughest tour ever. Nothing
surpasses this. After 36 all out, this is unre-
al,” Shastri said, admitting that at the end
of it all, he had tears in his eyes.

If Shastri’s intense declaration reflect-
ed his flamboyance, stand-in captain
Ajinkya Rahane’s reticence shone through

in his response.
“I looked good because everyone con-

tributed,” he said.
The highlights package of Pant’s battle

with Nathan Lyon can be enjoyed repeat-
edly in times to come as he demolished the
100-Test man in company of debutant
Washington Sundar (22), who hooked the
world’s best fast bowler, Pat Cummins, for
a six.

No one moved from their seats as Pant
cut, drove, and paddle-swept to make a state-
ment to his detractors while gifting India one
of their finest overseas wins during the dying
moments of the final session with an off-dri-
ven boundary.

While Shubman Gill (91 off 146 balls)
announced his arrival on the global stage,
Cheteshwar Pujara (56 off 211 balls) sur-
passed all the pain barriers en route his slow-
est Test fifty that held the game in balance
for Pant to launch a final assault.

The Australian team wouldn’t feel too
good about not being able to win a Test
match with an opposition that was finding
it difficult to field a fit first XI a day prior
to the Test match.

Add to it, the visitors were also left quite
hurt by the racial slurs directed at the likes
of Mohammed Siraj and Jasprit Bumrah by

the crowd during the Sydney Test.
The series will be remembered for ages

and the impact that Ajinkya Rahane’s team
had on the cricketing fraternity and the fans
in general will be written in golden words
when a fresh history of Test cricket after 2000
is written.

In terms of relevance, a series win with-
out Virat Kohli, Mohammed Shami,
Ravindra Jadeja, Ravichandran Ashwin
and Jasprit Bumrah not being available at
various points, is zillion times more signif-
icant than the 2-1 win in 2018-19 when the
opposition didn’t have Steve Smith and
David Warner in its ranks.

First time, people celebrated draws,
became empathetic to players with limited
abilities and believed in their team.

The stands were near-about empty at the
Gabba thanks to the Covid-19 crowd
restrictions but make no mistake that Test
cricket seemed well and truly alive and kick-
ing.

With its beautiful ebbs and flows, the
fifth day was witness to three separate
schools of batsmanship, so very dissimilar
to each other.

Gill, who is now going to be the “Real
Deal”, was free-flowing in his stroke-mak-
ing with his “beside the line of the ball” tech-

nique as he rode the bounce to hammer
home the advantage and briefly make
India favourites to win the battle.

The two sixes off Mitchell Starc — a
slash over backward point and a thump over
deep mid-wicket — will be the ones for the
keeps.

The disdain while thrashing the
Australian bowlers would have made even
Sachin Tendulkar and Virat Kohli proud.

India have now got Kohli’s heir appar-
ent and the 21-year-old is here to stay for
the longest time.

Pujara, on the other hand, saw the
Australian try out the menacing short ball
tactic. He took a few on the helmet, a few
more on the chest and other parts and a
painful one on the knuckles but remained
unfazed.

Gill and Pujara showed that there are
multiple ways to skin a cat.

If Pujara was ready to duck, sway and
cop body blows off Josh Hazlewood and
Cummins, showing the art of survival, Gill,
on his first tour of Australia, was ready to
be the intimidator by bringing the pull shot
out of his repertoire.

The duo, during its 114-run stand,
showed that very contrasting styles can co-
exist without conflict even as fans of both

genres argue who has the more appropri-
ate approach for the format.

Even Pant with his cavalier ways would
have added his two cents to the debate on
various styles.

But for the uninitiated, the three distinct
schools can be suitably de-constructed —
Pujara’s was more of investing in an LIC pol-
icy with safe returns while Gill’s approach,
with his collars-up, was akin to mutual funds
and Pant would most likely play his game
in high-stakes stock market where winner
takes it all but at times at a heavy price.

While the final day performance is sure
to hold a special place but the story of this
match won’t be complete without a more
than honourable mention of what Shardul
Thakur and Washington Sundar did on the
third morning and afternoon.

Had that partnership not been there, it
wouldn’t have been as easy for India as it
seemed in the end. Thakur and Washington
gave hope of a fight, Pujara, Gill and Pant,
with their performances, honoured that
fight.

Coach Ravi Shastri was once panned for
his “best travelling Indian team” comment
but after January 19, very few would disagree
that this is the “toughest Indian team on
road”. 

PTI n BRISBANE 

After playing a key role in India’s
breathtaking and successful run chase

in the series-deciding fourth Test against
Australia, Rishabh Pant on Tuesday called
the historic win as the “biggest moment”
of his life.

“This is one of the biggest moments
of my life now, and I’m happy that all the
support staff and all my teammates sup-
ported me even when I wasn’t playing,”
Pant said at the post-match presentation
ceremony.

India did not play Pant in either the
preceding ODI or the T20 series. But the
young wicketkeeper-batsman made an
impression in the Test series, playing a
combative 97-run knock in the second
innings in Sydney and again here on
Tuesday.

“It’s been a dream series. The team
management always backs me and tells
me, you are a match-winner and you have

to go win the match for the team. I keep
thinking every day that I want to win
matches for India, and I did it today,” Pant
said.

India skipper Ajinkya Rahane initial-
ly struggled to find words but gathered
himself to praise his courageous team-
mates.

“It means a lot to us. I don’t know how
to describe this, but our boys showed a lot
of character and determination after the
Adelaide Test,” Rahane, who led India in
the absence of Virat Kohli, said.

“I’m really proud of each individual.”
Australia captain Tim Paine gracious-

ly admitted that they were outplayed by the
Indians.

“We were here to win the series, but we
have just been outplayed by a disciplined
and tough Indian side who fully deserve the
series win. We have to look back over a lot
of things, and we’ll go through it as a group.

“We have been outplayed by a better
side this series,” he said.

PTI n BRISBANE 

Outplayed by an inexperienced and
injury-plagued India, a shocked

Australia head coach Justin Langer on
Tuesday said one massive lesson that he
has learnt from the setback is to “never
ever, ever underestimate” the “really
tough” players from that country.

A visibly shaken Langer lauded
India for the lion-hearted effort to win
the Border-Gavaskar Trophy 2-1 despite
playing with a second-string side, espe-
cially after being decimated inside three
days in the series-opener in Adelaide.
That loss included India’s lowest-ever Test
score of 36 in the second innings.

“It was an incredible Test series and
in the end there is always a winner or a
loser. Today Test cricket is the winner. It’s
gonna hurt us big time. India deserved
full credit. They have been outstanding
but we have learnt lessons from it,” Langer
told Channel 7.

“First, you can never take anything
for granted, second never ever, ever
underestimate the Indians. There are 1.5
billions Indians and if you play in that
first eleven you got to be really tough,
don’t you?”

Langer said the fightback after the
Adelaide debacle was nothing short of
remarkable especially after injury-forced
ouster of big players like Jasprit Bumrah
and Ravindra Jadeja.

India found new stars such as
Shubman Gill, Washington Sundar,
Shardul Thakur and Mohammed Siraj
among others who surprised the Aussies
with their never-say-die spirit.

“I can’t compliment India enough.
They haven’t gone away after that first
Test match which we won in three days,
bowled them out for 30 odd. For them
to fight back like they did is amazing,
credit to them. The big lesson for us is
that you can’t take anything for granted.
India never got away,” he said.

WONDER DOWN
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INDIA
India does

winning talk,
pull off historic
Test series win

Down Under  

‘Never ever underestimate India’Biggest moment of my life: Pant

HISTORY MAKERS
Know Your Heroes: A few good men and a

We are all overjoyed at the success
of the Indian Cricket Team in

Australia. Their remarkable energy and
passion was visible throughout. So was
their stellar intent, remarkable grit and
determination. Congratulations to the team!
Best wishes for your future endeavours.

—PM NARENDRA MODI

A historic cricketing triumph scripted in
Australia! 
Congratulations to India's talented young
cricket team for winning the hard-fought
test series. The team showed exceptional
skills and resilience. The nation is proud of
their achievement.

—PRESIDENT RAM NATH KOVIND

EVERY SESSION WE DISCOVERED A NEW
HERO.
Every time we got hit, we stayed put &
stood taller. We pushed boundaries of belief
to play fearless but not careless cricket.
Injuries & uncertainties were countered with
poise & confidence. One of the greatest
series wins!
Congrats India.

—SACHIN TENDULKAR

WHAT A WIN!!! Yessssss. To everyone who
doubted us after Adelaide, stand up and take
notice. Exemplary performance but the grit
and determination was the standout for us
the whole way. Well done to all the boys and
the management. Enjoy this historic feat
lads. Cheers @BCCI

—VIRAT KOHLI

Khushi ke maare pagal. This is the new
India. Ghar mein ghuskar maarta hai. From
what happened in Adelaide to this, these
young guys have given us a joy of a lifetime.
There have been World Cup wins but this is
special. And yes,there is a reason Pant is
extra special .

—VIRENDER SEHWAG

Well done captain @ajinkyarahane88  this
this biggest series win I feel.. Without many
big names you guys have showed the way
how it’s done congratulations @BCCI

—HARBHAJAN SINGH

Test cricket’s heart is beating strongly! That
was an extraordinary win @BCCI & a
fantastic series to watch. Aussies not lost at
The Gabba since 1988. Wow

—STUART BROAD

What a Test match! The depth of Indian
Cricket is scary. @RishabhPant17 , sweet
number 17. Well played young man.
#testcricket at its very best

—AB DE VILLIERS

Only issue with India beating Australia in
such an INCREDIBLE manner, is that the
Test was played in Brisbane.  A city that
doesn't deserve an event so good! Rolling
on the floor laughing. Pant — the boy who
turned into a man today in Australia, in
cricketing terms!

—KEVIN PIETERSON

The Greatest Test series win of all time ...
Well done #India you have just shown the
way for England to get back those Ashes
back later in the year ... 

—MICHAEL VAUGHAN

Remarkable. Injuries galore, absent players,
& beating Australia at their fortress at the
Gabba. This has been the most  remarkable
test series victory I've watched in my
experience. India's depth of talent, heart and
character must forever lift an entire nation.
Congratulations.

—IAN BISHOP

Congrats to the Indian cricket team @BCCI
That's one of the best series wins I can ever
remember on Aust soil & to do it after being
bowled out for 36, plus a depleted squad-
shows tremendous character, resilience,
courage & belief. Just fantastic
@RaviShastriOfc @ajinkyarahane88.

—SHANE WARNE

Speechless !!! Fortress Gabba has been
breached !! What a great great game of Test
match cricket .  I still have goosebumps .
Complete team effort . Jab hausle ho Buland
toh har mushkil lage aasaan ! #TeamIndia
Flag of India #Merabharatmahaan

—MITHALI RAJ

One of the greatest test series wins ever.
Congrats India and well played Australia,
what a series #INDvsAUS. 

—GOOGLE CEO SUNDAR PICHAI
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